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"BEARERS OF HEAVY BURDENS"
A SIGNIFICANT TEXTUAL VARIANT *
JAMES J. C. COX
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan

In the Syriac version of the Didascalia A/ostolorum,
Mt 11:28 is cited explicitly1 four times (see table on p. 2).
All four citations are identical; all four have the significant
textual variant reaNUEL.
>111:Lz. "bearers of heavy
burdens."
The equivalent of this lectio varia is nowhere attested
in either the Greek or the Latin text traditions, neither in
the gospel manuscripts nor in the patristic citations.2
* Abbreviations employed in this article, which are not spelled
out on the back cover of this journal, indicate the following series:
BO = Biblica et Orientalia; BPM = Biblia Polyglotta Matritensia;
CBM = Chester Beatty Monographs; CBU = Contributions of Baltic
University; CCL = Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina; CSCO =
Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium; HS = Horae Semiticae;
PETSE = Papers of the Estonian Theological Society in Exile; PO =
Patrologia Orientalis; PS = Patrologia Syriaca; SBT = Studies in
Biblical Theology; SNT = Supplements to Novum Testamentum;
TU = Texte and Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen
Literatur.
1 That these are explicit citations is clear from the formulae with
which they are introduced. Citations 1, 3, and 4 are introduced
by the formula tmreo "and he said" the subject of which is 1:icvi2
"our Savior" (5:7),
ktria "our
i--vz "our Lord" (103:28), and
Savior" (110.27), respectively; while citation 2 is introduced by the
0.1...Neare._=0 "and again in the Gospel
longer formula 41.-ere .=cat
he said," the subject of which is W... .1m "the Lord" (41:1o).
These references indicate page and line in Paulus de Lagarde,
DidascaliaApostolorumSyriace (Leipzig, 1854; reprint Osnabruck, 1967) .
2 See among others S. C. E. Legg, Nouum Testamentum Graece
secundum Texturn Westcotto-Hortianum: Euangelium secundum Matthaeum (Oxford, 194o), ad loc.; Adolf Julicher, Itala: Das Neue
Testament in altlateinischer Uberlieferung, I: Matthaus-Evangelium
(Berlin, 1938), p. 69; and I. Wordsworth and H. I. White, Novum
Testamentum Domini Nostri Iesu Christi Latine, secundum editionem
Sancti Hieronymi (Oxford, 1889-1898), I, 84.
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In view of this, one might be inclined to dismiss it as an
ad hoc variant introduced by the author of the Syriac Didascalia5 were it not for the fact that it is widely attested in the
Syriac and Armenian text traditions.
3 These references are given according to the widely used system
of F. X. Funk, Didascalia et Constitutiones Apostolorum (Paderborn,
1905; reprint Turin, 1964); see I, 16.7 f., 118.21 ff., 33o.ro ff., and
356.14 f. For the Syriac text see Lagarde, op. cit., pp. 5.9 f., 41.15 ff.,
103.28 ff., and 110.26 f., or Margaret D. Gibson, The Didascalia
Apostolorum in Syriac (HS, I; London, 1903), pp. 8.22 f., 85.14 ff.,
186.17 ff., and 197.5 f., respectively.
4 In the text itself, Lagarde's edition reads fe.S.,3, but, as Lagarde
himself notes in his introduction (op. cit., p. vii), this is a typographical
error. It should read W„.:;re-1 as I have rendered it. Cf. Gibson, op. cit.,
p. 186.17.

5 It does not occur in the three citations of Mt r r :28 in the extant
fragments of the Latin Didascalia:
a) Didasc IV. 6 f.
Venite ad me, omnes qui laboratis et onerati estis.
b) Didasc XXVIII. 23 ff.
Venite ad me, omnes qui laboratis et onerati estis, et ego repausabo vos.
Tollite iugum meum super vos et discite a me, quoniam mansuetus
sum et humilis corde, et invenietis requiem animabus vestris: iugum
enim meum suave est, et onus meum leve est.
c) Didasc LI. 22 f.
Venite ad me, omnes qui laboratis et onerati estis, et ego vos repausabo.
See Edmundus Hauler, Didascaliae Apostolorum: Fragmenta Veronensia Latina (Leipzig, 1900), pp. 6.2 f., 41.14 ff., and 72.11 f.,
respectively. Cf. Eric Tidner, Didascaliae Apostolorum, Canonum
Ecclesiasticoruni, Traditiones Apostolicae: V ersiones Latinae (T U,
LXXV, Berlin, 1963), pp. 7.6 f., 46.3 ff., and 83.22 f., respectively.
Nor does it occur in the only citation of Mt 11 :28 in the Greek
Constitutiones Apostolorum, the first six books of which are, without
doubt, based on the Greek Didascalia:
Constit Apost 1, 6.10: 86-re npóc t.ce nciv-req of xontaivreg xoet neepopstaplvoL, x&y& &vccrovfxsca
See Funk, op. cit., pp. 17.6 f.
Since the Latin renderings are clearly ad hoc translations of the
Matthaean citations as they appeared in the Greek text of the Didascalia
and not "dubbed in" versions drawn on popular contemporary
Latin text traditions (note, e.g., the readings repausabo, instead
of reficiam as in Itala, Vulgate, Cyprian, Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine;
quoniam, instead of quia as in Itala, Vulgate, Cyprian, Hilary, Ambrose;
and mansuetus, instead of mitis as in Itala, Vulgate, Cyprian, Hilary,
Ambrose, Augustine, readings which, with the exception of quoniam,
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In the Syriac text traditions it is attested
a) among the Syriac gospel manuscripts by
Codex Curetonianus (ad loc.): 6
seem not to occur elsewhere in the Latin traditions), and since they
imply underlying Greek forms identical with that preserved in the
Constitutiones Apostolorum, I am persuaded that the variant under
consideration did not occur in the Matthaean citations as they appeared
in the original Greek text of the Didascalia.
For the Itala and Vulgate evidence see Jiilicher, loc. cit., and
Wordsworth and White, loc. cit. For the patristic evidence see Cyprian,
Testimonia ad Quirinum, I, 13; III, 119 (in Guilelmus Hartel, S. Thasci
Caecili Cypriani Opera Omnia [CSEL, III; Vienna, 1868; reprint
New York, 1962], pt. 1, pp. 48.8 ff.; 183.22 ff.) ; Hilary, De Trinitate,
IX. 15 (in Sancti Hilarii Pictaviensis Episcopi Opera Omnia junta
editionem Monarchorum Ordinis Sancti Benedicti e Congregatione
S. Mauri [PO, X; Paris, 1845], col 293; and Tractatus Mysteriorum,
I, 13, 2 (in Alfredus Feder, S. Hilarii, Episcopi Pictaviensis Opera
[CSEL, LXV; Vienna, 1916; reprint New York, 1966], pt 4, p. 13.21 ff.);
Ambrose, Expositio Evangelii Lucae, V, 54; VII, 23o (in Carolus
Schenkl, Sancti Ambrosii Opera [CSEL, XXXII; Vienna, 1902;
reprint New York, 1962], pt. 4, pp. 203.4 f.; 385.7 f.); Expositio
Psalmi CXVIII, 7, 2; 14, 20; and 14.46 (in M. Petschenig, Sancti
Ambrosii Opera [CSEL, LXII; Vienna, 1913; reprint New York,
1962], pt. V, pp. 127.20 1.; 310.24 ff.; and 329.15 ff., respectively);
Explanatio Psalmorum XII, 37.29; 43.78; 45.16; 48.15; 48.1 (in
Petschenig, op. cit. [CSEL, LXIV; Vienna, 1919; reprint New York,
1962], pt. VI, Pp. 158.11 f., 318.2 f.; 341.19 ff.; 37o.3 f.; 362.11 ff.);
Augustine, Confessionum VII, 9, 21 (in Pius Knoll, Sancti Aureli
Augustini: Confessionum [CSEL, XXXIII; Vienna, 1896; reprint
New York, 1962], pp. 155.22 f., 156.3 f., and 168.9 f. respectively);
De Civitate Dei, IV, 16 (in Emmanuel Hoffmann, Sancti Aurelii
Augustini: De Civitate Dei[CSEL , XL, Vienna, 1899; reprint New York,
1962], p. 183.24 ff.); In Iohannis Evangelium, XV , 17, 6; XXV, 18, 7;
and XXXIV, 8, 18 (in R. Willems, Sancti Aurelii Augustini: In
Iohannis Evangelium [CCL, XXXVI; Turnholt, 1954], pp. 156, 258,
and 315 respectively; and many more citations of Mt II :28 f. in the
vast corpus of Augustine's writings.
The reading under discussion is also attested in the Ethiopic version,
:1114: twAtiom : R041:tifhei:ite:whi:AOCZ.bao•
See T. Pell Platt, The Ethiopic Didascalia; or, the Ethiopic Version
of the Apostolic Constitutions (London, 1843), P. 9.10 f.
6 Francis C. Burkitt, Evangelion da-Mepharreshe: The Curetonian

Version of the Four Gospels, with the Readings of the Sinai Palimpsest
and the early Syriac Patristic Evidence (Cambridge, 1904), I, 58.
Syrs does not have this reading; nor do syrP and syrh. Nor is it to
be found in the Syriac lectionaries (syrPal).
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7 So the Cambridge codex Add. 2822 (see Burkitt, op. cit., p. 58,
apparatus criticus), and the Berlin codex Sachau No. 222 (see Paulus
Bedjan, Acta Martyrum et Sanctorum Syriace [Leipzig, 1892; reprint
Hildesheim, 1968], III, 87, n. 5). It does not, however, occur in the
British Museum codex Add. 14.645 (see William Wright, Apocryphal
Acts of the Apostles [London, 1871; reprint Amsterdam, 1968], I, 252),
as Arthur Voobus, Researches on the Circulation of the Peshitta in the
Middle of the Fifth Century (GB U , LXIV; Pinneberg, 1948), p. 48,
indicates.
is probably the more original reading
That relNi.u3..,
is implied by the allusion to Mt II :28 which occurs later in the same
paragraph (see Bedjan, op. cit., III, 87.13) where the adjective
rem. :" is attested by both B.M. Add. 14.645 and Sachau No. 222.
The Greek version follows the Greek text tradition. See R. A.
Lipsius and M. Bonnet, Acta Apostolorum Apocrypha (Leipzig, 1898;
reprint Darmstadt, 1959), vol. II, pt. 2, p. 198.
8 Andre de Halleux, Martyrius (Sandona). Oeuvres spirituelles, IV:
Lettres a des amis solitaires, Maximes sapientiales (CSCO, 254/syr 112,
Louvain, 1965), p. 51. Martyrius explicitly cites the same passage
on two other occasions (Letter 1, 7, and Book of Perfection, I, 4, 53);
see Halleux, op. cit., p. 2, and Martyrius (Sandona). Oeuvres spirituelles,
I: Livre de la Perfection, 1e Partie (CSCO, 2oo/syr 86, Louvain, 196o),
p. 102), on each occasion employing the reading
.
9 E. A. Wallis Budge, The Discourses of Philoxenus, Bishop of
Mabbogh, A.D. 485-519 (London, 1893), I, 27o f. In a letter addressed
to Patrikios of Edessa (Ms. Br. Mus. Add. 14649, fol. 18ob), Philoxenus
again cites Mt II:28, and in precisely the same form. See Voobus,
Studies in the History of the Gospel Text in Syriac (CSCO, 128/sub 3,
Louvain, 1951), p. 199.
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c) among the Syriac translations of Greek patristic writings by
i) Athanasius (Ad Serapionem, 4.23)
, al o 1%

rear*,

ii) Chrysostom (Homily on the Incarnation, 10) : 11
realun.. re_lc%_= .11.cm° re:;rel
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In the Armenian traditions it is attested
a) among the Armenian historians by
i) Agathangelus (History,

221) : 14

4 tuip tun 11112 sznIkkwi& thuutirtukhwa niguiumkuttp It nip nt&Ap
pkilitku hutfiraGu,

It &u 414171-guibbi gabs .

1° See Robert W. Thomson, Athanasiana Syriaca, II (CSCO,
272/syr 118, Louvain, 1967), p. 15. The reading mq,u,, rel6a_=
occurs again in a British Museum manuscript (Add. 14650, fol. 222a)
attributed to Athanasius. See Vo6bus, Studies, p. 187.
11 F. Nau, Documents pour servir a l'Histoire de l'Eglise Nestorienne,
1: Quatre Homelies de Saint Jean Chrysostome (PO, XIII; Paris, 1919),
p. 156.
12 See Michael Kmosko, Liber Graduum (PS, III; Paris, 1926),
col. 465.
12 See Petrus Benedictus and Stephanus E. Assemanus, Sancti
Patris nostri Ephraem Syri opera omnia (Rome, 1743), III, 372; cf.
Louis Leloir, L'Evangile d'Ephrem d'apres les (mores editdes: Recueil
des textes (CSCO, 180/sub 12, Louvain, 1958), p. 24.
14 History of Armenia (Armenian) (Tiflis, 1909), p. 221; cf. Leloir,
Citations du Nouveau Testament dans l'ancienne tradition armenienne:
L'Evangile de Matthieu, I-XII (CSCO, 283/sub 31; Louvain, 1967),
p. 163.
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ii) Lazar of Pharb (History, 199) : 18
b4wj,p wn Iru, unIkbuij& tuduunnhwLe IL LIwuww4kwa, IL nre tabise
qpkapbu binfintfiu, IL Lu (whInLywfikti

b) among the Armenian translations of Syriac patristic
writings by
i) Aphraates (Demonstrationes, 13) : 16

Ow tun Pi usduwwkwa, IL imuuupwLe, IL ripe nilite Lipbnpu

buifintGu, IL hu 4zuhqnLypy

ii) Ephraem (Commentary,

: 17

taut, Liwinnwpwa G. wzjuunktute, & nje rullte
b4wje wn
phnbhu buiGmlu, IL ku ‘oufitinqwfikif

c) among the Armenian translations of Greek patristic
writings by
i) Cyril of Jerusalem (Catecheses, 2.3) : 18
b4tuje wn pH wilkhlujh wduwurkule, IL nje Lithlte qpkn/thu buiGnLau,
IL Lu (w&grnsiu&hti qahq.
ii) Severian of Gabala (Homilies, 374) : 19
+Lie wn liu unikikehtu& nje iltnutnwPwL

le,

IL nLh/Le qfknpfiu

&uGntGu, Lt Lu 4w&gniswhka

Further attestation is to be found in two Armenian gospel
manuscripts (mss. 129 and 308) housed in the library of
the MechitaristS, Vienna, which read 6:4mph-ft/she and
15 History of Armenia (Armenian) (Tiflis); 1904), p. 199; cf. similar
quotes on pp. 18o f.; also Leloir, Citations, IA, p. 162.
18 See N. Antonelli, Sancti Patris nostri Iacobi, episcopi Nisibeni,
sermons cum praefatione, notis et dissertatione de Ascetis (Rome, 1756),
p. 335; cf. Leloir, Citations, TA, p. 164. The Syriac text does not have
the additional adjective
See I. Parisot, Aphraatis Sapientis
Persae Demonstrationes (PS, I; Paris, 1894), col. 757.
17 Leloir, S. Ephrem: Commentaire de l'Evangile concordant. Version
armenienne (CSCO, 137 /arm 1), Louvain, 1953), p. 141.
18 Catecheses (Armenian) (Vienna, 1832), p. z; cf. Leloir, Citations,
IA, pp. 161 f.
19 J. B. Aucher, Seberiani Gabalorum episcopi Emesensis homilae
(Venice, 1827), p. 374; cf. Leloir, Citations, IA, p. 162.
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respectively; 20 in the Armenian
Breviary 388, which reads zuguwilikulte h awbrupkn&hitio; 21
and in the Armenian translations of the Greek fathers,
Chrysostom 22 and Hesychius of Jerusalem,23 which employ
the "adjectif compose" buiLinuphafikp in place of the periphrasis k nip ntbiy qp.kti/ibu bilibncLu .24
Such extensive and independent lines of evidence suggest a
single written source prior to the earliest of the witnesses,
that is, at least as early as the early third, if not the late
second, century.
That this source was a gospel harmony is probable. That
it was Tatian's Diatessaron is possible.
I am persuaded that this particular rendering of Mt i i : 28
was probably drawn on a gospel harmony, on the one hand,
because of its wide usage in the eastern churches (the
I. ore "mixed gospel" was rather popular in
the eastern Christian communities 25) and, on the other hand,
because of its meager support in the manuscripts of the
`
oUI-Nere "separated gospel." 26
I am not, however, as confident as some 27 are that we can
utguatinbtua 4 biubpsupEnbhula

20 P. Paul Essabalian, Le diatessaron de Tatien et la premiere traduclion des evangiles armeniens (Armenian, with a French résumé)
(Vienna, 1937), pp. 43, 119.
21 S. Lyonnet, Les origines de la version armenienne et le Diatessaron
(BO, XIII; Rome, 195o), p. 19.
22 Concerning the Evangelist Matthew (Armenian) (Venice, 1826),
pp. 577, 579; cf. Leloir, Citations, IA, pp. 161, 164. See also Interpretation of the Prophet Isaiah (Armenian) (Venice, 188o), p. 453; cf. Leloir,
Citations, IA, p. 162.
23 See C. Tcherabian, Commentary on Job (Armenian) (Venice, 1913),
p. 59o; cf. Leloir, Citations, TA, p. 162.
24 See Lyonnet, op. cit., p. 19.
25 Vobbus, Early Versions of the New Testament: Manuscript Studies
(PETSE, VI; Stockholm 1954), pp. 22-26.
26 It is possible that Codex Curetonianus was influenced by Tatian's
Diatessaron. See Voobus, Studies, pp. 34 ff. But note the cautious
remarks of Bruce M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testament (2d ed.;
Oxford, 1968), pp. 69, 91 f.
27 Voobus, Researches, p. 48, holds that it "certainly originated
from Tatian's work"; and Lyonnet, op. cit., p. 206, contends that it
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identify the conjectured harmony as Tatian's Diatessaron.
In the first place, there were probably a good many gospel
harmonies, particularly of the synoptic gospels, available
to the early church. Bellinzoni has rather forcibly demonstrated that there were in use, before Justin, in whose school
Tatian studied, "written gospel harmonies, which served
as models for the harmonies used and perhaps composed by
Justin," 28 and, no doubt, by Tatian.29 And in the second,
it is by no means clear from the extant evidence that this
particular reading occurred in Tatian's Diatessaron.
While the Armenian version of Ephraem's Commentary
on the Diatessaron 3° clearly employs the reading under discussion,31 the Syriac does not ; 32 and, while the Persian Diatessaron reflects this longer reading,33 the Arabic does not.34
In this connection, it is of interest to note that while
Leloir, in his recent studies, based on the early Armenian
is a reading which belonged "hors de doute" to the Old Armenian
Gospel text and was "non moins certaine" of Tatianic origin. See also
Leloir, Le Temoignage d'Ephrem sur le Diatessaron (CSCO, 227/sub 19;
Louvain, 3962), p. 146.
28 Arthur Bellinzoni, The Sayings of Jesus in the Writings of Justin
Martyr (SNT, XVII; Leiden, 1967), pp. 48, 142.
29 Tatian's particular contribution seems to have been his use of the
fourth Gospel. See Bellinzoni, op. cit., p. 142.
39 Leloir, S. Ephrem: Commentaire (Armenian), p. 141. For the text
see p. 7 above.
34 Lyonnet, op. cit., is persuaded that the Armenian version represents the original Tatianic rendering more accurately than does
the Syriac text.
32 Leloir, Saint Ephrem: Commentaire de l'Evangile concordant,
Texte Syriaque (Manuscrit Chester Beatty, 709) (CBM, VIII; Dublin,
1963), p. 5o. The text reads:
cta_uaa r' re-a m'a
,Lazo
re.A ,d\c% 72 o de
33 Diatessaron (Persian), III, 3. See Giuseppe Messina, Diatessaron
Persiano (BO, XIV; Rome, 1951), pp. 196 f. The text reads: Vogliate
venire a me, o voi tutti affaticati con pesi gravi e grandi, affinche a voi
dia riposo nella mia misericordia (translation by Messina, loc. cit.).
34 Diatessaron (Arabic), XV, 39 ff. See A.-S. Marmardji, Diatessaron
de Tatien (Beyrouth, 1935), p. 146 f. The text reads: Venez a moi,
vous tous, les fatigues et les porteurs de fardeaux, et je vous donnerai
du repos (translation by Marmardji, loc. cit.).
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writers, is confident that the longer reading (i.e. the reading
with the adjective "heavy") was employed in Tatian's
Diatessaron,35 Ortiz de Urbina, in his recent attempt at a
reconstruction of the Syriac Diatessaron, based on the early
Syriac fathers, seems to be similarly confident that it was not.36
The purpose of this essay is to attempt to determine the
nature of the reading under discussion, and the motives
which inspired it.37
There can be little doubt that this is a conflate reading.
I conjecture that it has resulted from the conflation of
ml t=m"
so
Lk 11:46 (syr8),38 ‘&1473
rel•tuLL. relme..= rture
`lure with Mt 11 :28 (syrs),39
1 > Inca alnre
aaa
'llama
aa.s>.,.sre rearea
I also conjecture that this conflation was inspired by
apologetical/polemical motives. These sayings were probably
brought together first in a florilegium of dominical logia,
the common denominator of which was their expressed
opposition to the n-nn 17111, "yoke of the Torah," a florilegium
used, no doubt, as some sort of vade mecum in the apologetical/
polemical preaching and teaching of the early Palestinian
church." In such a context, Lk II :46 very likely influenced
Mt 11: 28 and the reading relaun. re-6» 4::=Y- resulted.
Leloir, Le Temoignage, p. 346.
Ignatius Ortiz de Urbina, Vetus Evangelium Syrorum et Exinde
Excerptum Diatessaron Tatiani (BPM, VI; Madrid, 3967), p. 237.
Unfortunately, Ortiz de Urbina does not give his reasons for rejecting
the longer reading.
37 As far as I have been able to determine, no one has heretofore
attempted this.
38 See Agnes Smith Lewis, The Old Syriac Gospels or Evangelion
da-Mepharreshe (London, 3930), p. i6o.
39 See Lewis, op. cit., p. 27.
49 Cf. a comparable conjecture, made in another context, by
Bellinzoni, op. cit., pp. io6, 34o f. With regard to a group of four logia
in Justin Martyr's Dialogue with Trypho (Dial 35.3), he observes that
they are "apparently derived from an early Christian vade mecum
of sayings against heresies, and it is likely that this manual or a
similar manual for use against heresies was known to the author of
the Apostolic Constitutions and perhaps also to Didymus, Lactantius,
and the author of the Didascalia."
35
36
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I furthermore conjecture that this conflation came into
existence before it was taken up into the harmony on which
the fathers who employed it drew.41
Within the extant witnesses to the Diatessaron I am
unable to find any evidence to support the view that the
reading "bearers of heavy burdens" originated with Tatian.42
However, within the Matthaean gospel itself, and within
the patristic literature which draws ultimately upon it,
I do find evidences that lend support to my conjecture.
Already, in its Matthaean form, the complex of logic 43 that
41 Leloir, Le Temoignage, p. 237 f., recognizes the probability of this
reading's antedating Tatian's Diatessaron. He concludes, "Bon nombre
de ces lecons, soit d'Ephrem-syriaque, soit d'Ephrem-armenien,
sont probablement tatianiques, non en ce sens que Tatien en serait
le createur — beaucoup lui sont anterieures, ou ont existe dans des
traditions paralleles a Tatien — , mais simplement parce que, reprises
et comme cristallisees dans le Diatessaron de Tatien, elles ont, a partir
de cet ouvrage, exerce forte influence sur les ecrits subsequents."
Mt 11:28 is included in his list of "lecons."
42 Pace Voobus, Researches, p. 48; and Lyonnet, op. cit., p. 206.
See n. 27 above.
43 That Mt 11:28-3o is a complex of logic is made evident by a
comparison of the Matthaean pericope with its parallel in the Gospel
of Thomas (Logion 90) :

Mt. 11:28 ff.

Gospel of Thomas, 90

fa) Seirce rcp6q t./.£ . .

ia)
lyz.poei'
2a) 2f@ orxpitc-roc nF
narta.O.
2b) &Tu.) TA.AllITOCIC.
orpApalg -re

ib) xod ei)Erhacre
ck.vircauaLv

ib) ArW TQTria2

tPuxocig 4,(7)v.
2a) 6 rip Cuy6q !Lou
'Lock

AlratiATTlatie.
kiH11-1

XP71aT6S
2b) xcd opop-ciov ii.ou
6Xcepp6v &crrtv.
That both of these passages are drawn on originally Aramaic
traditions is probable. Note especially the incidence of parallelismus
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make up the pericope Mt 11:28-30 reflects the apologetical/
polemical attitude of the western Syrian church" toward
the synagogue.
In the first place, Matthew employs the pericope,
Mt 11:28 ff., as an introduction to two typical instances
(The Plucking of Grain on the Sabbath, Mt 12:1-8; and the
Healing of the Man with a Withered Hand on the Sabbath,
Mt 12:9-14) of the xpricrremIc of the tryO4 Toi5 xupiou 45
membrorum in both the Greek and Coptic forms (part 2, a and b) ;
the use of giuri'l for the reflexive pronoun in the Greek text (part ib);
and the use of chiasmus in the Coptic text (part 2, a and b). On the
Aramaisms in the Matthaean pericope see, e.g., Arnold Myer, Jesu
Muttersprache (Leipzig, 1896), p. 84; and Matthew Black, An Aramaic
Approach to the Gospels and Acts (3d ed.; Oxford, 1967), pp. 183 ff.
On the Aramaic background of the logia of the Gospel of Thomas see,
e.g., G. Quispel, "The Gospel of Thomas and the New Testament,"
VCh, XI (1957), 207; "Some Remarks on the Gospel of Thomas,"
NTS, V (1959), 277, 290; Hugh Montefiore, "A Comparison of the
Parables of the Gospel according to Thomas and of the Synoptic
Gospels," in H. E. W. Turner and Hugh Montefiore, Thomas and
the Evangelists (SBT , XXXV; London, 1962), p. 78; and Helmut
Koster, "I'NOMAI AIAIDOPOI: the Origin and Nature of Diversification in the History of Early Christianity," HThR, LVIII (1965),
295 f., although they do not deal specifically with Logion 9o.
That there were originally two basic Aramaic logia is patent;
the one, in the form (probably), 71Z2)D117 mrra
inx, and
the other (possibly), tVri 17477 417=17]1 / M17 '1'I WI*
It is also obvious that these two logia were related, the one to the
other, prior to the independent developments manifest in the Matthaean and Thomas traditions. It is not easy, however, to determine how
they were originally related. Were they connected tandem-like
(logion z following logion 1 linked by a simple connective), as in the
Matthaean tradition, or sandwich-like (with logion 2 intercalated
between the two members of logion i), as in the Thomas tradition ?
It is not possible to decide this question with any degree of finality.
I am inclined to think, however, that the Matthaean order represents
the primary development. On the one hand, it seems to reflect a stage
in which several related logia were simply strung together catena-like
(cf. the logia of Q). On the other hand, the Thomas arrangement appears
to be more contrived, and thus likely represents a secondary development.
For the Coptic text with English translation see A. Guillaumont,
et al., The Gospel according to Thomas (Leiden, 1959), PP. 46 f.
44 See Koster, op. cit., pp. 287 ff.
45 Cf. Did 6.2 where the Maxi) xupiou
to 6.1) is referred to as
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as compared with the TO 80GPC'CC7TOCXTOV cpopTtov 46 of the
1)-yOg To5 v011ou (-=
'7117) required by the Rabbis, 47
and thereby reveals his apologetical/polemical understanding
of the logia of which it is composed; 48 and in the second,
when one compares the Matthaean passage with its parallel
in the Gospel of Thomas," and at the same time takes into
consideration the "pre-history" of the logia involved,50 it
becomes evident that whereas the Thomas tradition has
retained the heavy accent on the term avarta-r nacie (sic!)
the uyec Tot-) xupiou; Barn 2.6 which speaks of the "new" v6p.oc Tou
xupiou which is "without" the t uyOq dcvdeyx7)q (see F. X. Funk and
Karl Bihlmeyer, Die Apostolischen V eiter [Tubingen, 1956], pp. 5 and xs
respectively) ; and Justin Martyr, Dial. 53.1 (see J. C. T. Otto, Iustini
Philosophi et Martyris Opera ["Corpus Apologetarum Christianorum
Saeculi Secundi," II; 3d ed.; Wiesbaden, 1877; reprint, 1969], bk I,
pt II, p. 178).
46 Cf. Lk 11:46.
47 Cf. the logion of R. Nehunjah ben ha-Kanah (Pirke Aboth, 3.6) :

rat yr' 171171 111'8

1,-p=vn niin 17131 r'n Lmpirs 'pz

See R. T. Herford, The Ethics of the Talmud: Sayings of the Fathers
(New York, 1962), pp. 69 ff.
48 See also Alan H. M'Neile, The Gospel according to St. Matthew:
The Greek Text with Introduction, Notes, and Indices (London, 1915;
reprint, 1957), pp. i66 f.
46 See n. 43 above.
5° There can be little doubt that the logia of Mt 11 :28 ff. are rooted
in the Wisdom traditions of Judaism. Note, for instance, the remarkable
parallelism between Sir 51.23 ff., and Mt 11 :28 ff.:
Sir .51-.23 ff.
Mt 11:28 ff.
a) 6yyi.crawe npric µe
aciyre 7rio6c µe . . .
b) T6v TparilMv Utzerw
«past viv
t./.01)
invSevre and 1.)-r6v
icp' 4tricc
c) xat ircLKOccsOco
xca [AesTe
1 (Puff) 61..tc7.)v
dor'
..
lueL8eiccv
d) xai eiipov 6(J,000Ti;)
xat Elipl)GETE
7-coUilv Cocknowatv.
Otvcircaucnv
'nag q.)uzatc 61.1.6v.
Cf. Sir 24.19 ff., Prov 1:20 ff., and 8:1 ff., and see Rudolf Bultmann,
Die Geschichte der synoptischen Tradition (5th ed.; Gottingen, 1961),
pp. 171 f.; Koster, Synoptische Uberlieferung bei den apostolischen
V atom (T U, LXV; Berlin, 1967), pp. 1o6 f.; and Francis W. Beare,
The Earliest Records of Jesus (Oxford, 1962), p. 89.
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"rest," the Matthaean tradition has shifted it to the term
u-r64,51 thereby again revealing the Matthaean apologetical/
polemical understanding of the logia concerned.
This apologetical/polemical attitude in which the 1.)-y6c
Toi5 xupiou is consciously opposed to the 1).1,Oc -roi3 v6p.ou
continued to have an influential impact on some sectors
of the Aramaic-speaking church, in the East as well as the
West, and upon the gospel traditions which they transmitted.
The Liber Graduum, for instance, in an obvious allusion
to Mt zi :28 ff., with measured phrases, deliberately sets
the relafto fe-i=a--v), the "light burdens," of the rel. ua
the "new covenant," to which the Christian is "subject,"
over against the mq,u0.. fe.l.niLva, "the heavy burdens,"
re-0
the "old covenant," from which
of the ti
he has been "liberated." 52
Similarly, the Didascalia, after carefully distinguishing
between the re.-.-=312 re-WO—Val, the "first law," which consists
of the "ten words and judgments," 53 and which is "in accord
I. the "second law,"
with the gospel," and the re_wa_val
which contains the rth.l.n. re-1=a—:1 tbOLT-73 fe.13 rtiarore,
the "bonds which may not be loosed of heavy burdens,"
from which the "Savior" has set the Christian free," through
baptism,55 cites Mt II:28 with the comment, •ciai-s3
51 asnekrteorcIC is an important term in the Gospel of Thomas,
as in Gnostic literature generally, and has rather specialized connotations (cf., e.g., Logion 6o in which artArteCtreie- serves "to describe
that condition in which man, having allowed himself to be illuminated
by gnosis, is no longer in the power of, and can no longer be corrupted
by, the material world." So Bertil Gartner, The Theology of the Gospel
according to Thomas (New York, 1961), pp. 265 f.). It is no doubt
intended to receive special emphasis in Logion 90. So also Robert
M. Grant and D. Noel Freedman, The Secret Sayings of Jesus (London,
i96o), pp. 173 f., and R. McL. Wilson, Studies in the Gospel of Thomas
(London, 196o), pp. 57 f.
52 The Syriac text is cited on p. 6 above.
53 Since the "Ten Words" are patently the 131131 of Ex zo :1 ff.,
the "Judgments" are most likely the =Met of Ex 21:1 ff.
54 Didasc 4.23 ff.; cf. 41.10 ff.; and 109.27 ff. (Lagarde, op. cit.).
66 Didasc 109.28 f. (Lagarde, op. cit.).
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"now we know that our Savior did not say this to the Gentiles,
but he said it to us his disciples from among the Jews, and
brought us out from burdens and a heavy load." b°
To summarize, there can be little doubt that Mt i z :28,
as cited in the Syriac Didascalia, and in a number of Syriac
and Armenian fathers, was drawn ultimately on a single
source, a source which represented a text tradition that had
developed independently of the Greek and Latin traditions
in the early eastern Christian communities, a source that
probably dated from as early as the second half of the second
century A.D.
That source was probably a gospel harmony. It is possible
that it was Tatian's Diatessaron.
The significant conflate reading "bearers of heavy burdens,"
which it transmitted, probably did not originate in its composition, but earlier in a florilegium of dominical logia,
employed in the debate between the church and the synagogue,
in which Lk 11:46 influenced Mt 11:28.
56

Didasc 110.27 ff. (Lagarde, op. cit.).

ON ESTEEMING ONE DAY BETTER THAN ANOTHER
RAOUL DEDEREN
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan
One man esteems one day as better than another, while another
man esteems all days alike. Let every one be fully convinced in his
own mind. He who observes the day, observes it in honor of the Lord.
He also who eats, eats in honor of the Lord, since he gives thanks to
God ; while he who abstains, abstains in honor of the Lord and gives
thanks to God (Rom 14:5, 6).

What was in the mind of the apostle when he indicated the
Christian's perfect liberty either to esteem one day above
another, or to fail to make any distinction at all between them ?
Was Paul objecting to Sabbath keeping? Was he attempting
to prove that the "Jewish Sabbath" was "nailed to the cross"
like any other day of worship, since the issue presented here
seems to be of equal importance to both Sabbath and Sundaykeepers ? What is Paul saying to the Christian community in
Rome ? Is he writing of doctrinal "essentials" or of ethical
"unessentials" ? If he is writing of soteriological "unessentials"
would he include a reference to the Sabbath in the passage ?
The Church at Rome
The epistle itself seems to have been a product of Paul's
three-month stay in Greece, at the close of his third missionary
journey. Quite probably it was written from Corinth, or that
city's seaport, Cenchreae, for Corinth was the site of the most
important Christian church in the area.1 The best historical
evidence seems to locate this three-month period in Achaia
between 57 and 59 A.D. The winter of 57-58 or the early spring
of 58 seems a reasonable date for the letter.
Little is known regarding the beginning of the Christian
1 C. H. Dodd, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans (London, 1954),
pp. xviii-xx.
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community in Rome. But it seems certain that Christianity
was introduced quite early in the capital city. Evidently there
was a large church at Rome in 58, composed like most churches
of mixed Jewish and Gentile membership.2 "When the Neronian persecution broke out (ca. 64), the Christians of Rome were
'a large body' (I Clem. VI, 1), 'an immense multitude' (Tacitus,
Annals XV , 44).3
The basic theme recurring through the entire letter is that
of justification by faith, the universal sinfulness of man and the
universal grace of God. The epistle itself is divided into two
main sections, the theological part (chs. I-II) and the ethical
or practical section (chs. 12-16) : "Ethics "after "Dogma."4
In Rom 12 and 13 the principle of love receives first importance. It will express itself to the need of the brethren as well
as to the world at large in civic justice, good citizenship, and a
holy example. But what shall be done about matters of Christian ethics when believers differ in opinion and are convinced
that their views are sound ? Is there here some tangible meeting place ? Yes, answers Paul in a passage which is an immediate illustration of the spirit of self-sacrifice that he has just
been requiring (ch. 14:1-15:13). Depicting Christ as the model
in self-denial, he summarizes the whole thrust of the passage
by these words, "Let each of us please his neighbor for his
good, to edify him" (ch. 15 :2). This ethical section is not to be
considered as a new development in Paul's outline. It is rooted
in the previous chapters. The first eleven chapters cannot be
fully understood without the concrete and practical application of chs. 12-15, nor would it be possible to interpret the
latter correctly without the background offered by the first
eleven chapters. The passage under study (chs. 14:5,6) falls
within a large section of the letter devoted to the very application of Christian truths to the daily Christian life.
See Rom 1:13-16; 2 :9, 1o, 17; 11 :13, 31.
Dodd, op. cit., p. xxviii.
4 Paul Althaus, Der Brief an die Romer (9th ed.; Gottingen, 1959),
p. 112.
2
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The Immediate Context
As for the man who is weak in faith, welcome him, but not for
disputes over opinions. One believes he may eat anything, while
the weak man eats only vegetables. Let not him who eats despise
him who abstains, and let not him who abstains pass judgment on
him who eats ; for God has welcomed him. Who are you to pass judgement on the servant of another? It is before his own master that
he stands or falls. And he will be upheld, for the Master is able to
make him stand.
One man esteems one day as better than another, while another
man esteems all days alike. Let every one be fully convinced in
his own mind. He who observes the day, observes it in honor of the
Lord. He also who eats, eats in honor of the Lord, since he gives
thanks to God; while he who abstains, abstains in honor of the Lord
and gives thanks to God (Rom 14:1-6).

No attempt at reliable interpretation of Rom 14:5 can
be made without a careful examination of the context.
A cursory reading of Rom 14 indicates that there existed
in the Christian community of Rome a controversy in connection with both diet and the observance of certain days.
In fact, the matter of "esteeming one day as better than
another" seems to be merely interjected into a passage
which has to do entirely with a controversy which existed
in the Roman community on the matter of meat-eating
versus vegetarianism and abstinence from wine (see vss. 1, 21).
Therefore, in order properly to evaluate Rom 14:5 it is
necessary first to gain an understanding of what conflicting
philosophies were involved in the controversy, and then determine, if possible, whether there is any connection between
the question of diet and that of considering certain days as
holy. If any conclusion may be reached, it might then be possible to suggest whether or not the seventh-day Sabbath is
involved.
Is Paul Speaking to a Specific Situation? Whether or not
Paul is speaking to a specific situation is a matter of debate.
Although the suggestions made by some commentators seem
very reasonable,5 the author is inclined to believe that Paul
5 Following an excellent resume of the various positions, W. Sanday
and A. C. Headlam conclude that Paul is giving general counsel arising
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aims his counsel to a specific situation and to a particular group
of individuals in the Roman church. With Emil Brunner
he believes that "a certain split had occurred in the church at
Rome" 6 and that after having dealt with the more general
aspects of Christian behavior, Paul now turns to a problem
which was perplexing that community.'
Exactly what the problem was remains uncertain. In Christian communities tension arose between the "old-fashioned"
and the "emancipated," the "progressives" or "enlightened,"
in T. W. Manson's words.8 The weak are vegetarians, the strong
are able to eat all kinds of food. In a classic chapter on the
theory and practice of the Gospel in terms of Christian tolerance, Paul places his finger on the vice so liable to be indulged
by the respective groups. That of the strong is the smile of
disdainful contempt. That of the weak is the frown of condemnatory judgment. Both are condemned with equal vigor.
Who Were Those Ascetics?
The tendency has been to point immediately to Jewish
Christians who still adhered to the shadows of the laws and
whose minds were not yet sufficiently established, as the weak
from past experience. William Sanday and Arthur C. Headlam, A
Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Epistle to the Romans (5th
ed. ; Edinburgh, 1958), pp. 399-403.
6 Emil Brunner, The Letter to the Romans (Philadelphia, 1959), p. 114.
The questions raised by Paul in verses 4 and ro appear to refer to a
concrete situation. In verse z he uses Adcxoevoc (vegetables), the only
time in the entire body of his writings. The situation does not seem to
have appeared elsewhere. Furthermore, his general method seems to be
to state enduring Christian principles in the presence of problems or
errors. Cor and Gal are outstanding examples. Likewise it seems that
the great principles of Christian living laid down in Rom 14:1 to 15 :13
are triggered by the situation at Rome. It seems that Paul knew something about the Roman church through persons who had been in Rome
or traveling church members (ch :8). It is like human nature that he
could have heard of the contention as early as of the faith of the Roman
Christians.
8 T. W. Manson, Romans, in Peake' s Commentary on the Bible
(Matthew Black ed. ; London, 1964), p. 951.
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believers mentioned in this passage. Ascetic trends, however,
existed in paganism as well as in Judaism.9
Pagan concepts may very well have made inroads in the
Christian church at Rome. We find them indicated in Paul's
epistles to the Galatians and to the Ephesians. Those who
followed the Orphic Mystery cult and the Pythagoreans
appear to have been vegetarians. Gnostic ideas also were prevalent in the first century in many parts of the Empire." Their
tendencies toward asceticism may have obtained some following in Rome. But these do not satisfy all the circumstances.
Roman Christians were in the habit, says Paul, of observing
scrupulously certain days, and this custom did not, as far as
we know, prevail among any heathen sect. The possibility
cannot be excluded, however, that there might have been
those among the Roman congregation who, because of the
influence of a philosophy of life rooted in Hellenistic dualism,
chose totally to abstain from meat and wine."
It seems difficult also to retain the possibility that Paul was
speaking of Jewish Christians who rejected wine (see v. 21)
and who had serious scruples about eating unclean meats of
which others among the congregation partook. Judaism did
not reject wine except for the duration of a vow, and the weak
brethren objected to eating flesh at all, an objection which was
not founded on the law of Moses but on ascetic motives foreign
to the eleventh chapter of Leviticus.12
9 For a list of the major groups, see Otto Michel, Der Brief an die
Romer (loth ed.; Gottingen, 1955), pp. 256 ff.
10 Hans Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1958), p. 33.
11 See Ernest Best, The Letter of Paul to the Romans (Cambridge,
1967), pp. 154, 155.
12 The word used for unclean (Rom 14:14) is significant, viz., xotv6c.
It is to be distinguished from Ocx&Ocerroq, the word applied to forbidden
food in the LXX text of Lev II. Kotv6c does not carry the sense of
being impure, but common, unfit for the holy purpose of sacrifices,
and defiling (see 1 Macc :47). 'Axc'cOavroc refers to meat which, defined
by Lev II, is unfit for human consumption. KoLvoc is applied to perfectly proper food become "unclean" and therefore not lawful to be
eaten.
Most vegetarians in those days abstained from meat on the basis of
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Since all meat was refused, some have postulated that the
reason could very well be the same as that given in I Cor,
namely the difficulty of obtaining meat that had not previously been offered in sacrifice to deities.13 There is a rather close
affinity, in fact, between Rom 14 on one hand and I Cor 8 and
io on the other. Food and drink is the issue (Rom 14 :1, 21; I
Cor 1o:31), "everything" is permissible (Rom 14:14, 20; I Cor
10:23). In each case the eater gives thanks to God and eats
with impunity (Rom 14:6 ; 1 Cor io :26, 3o). He is justified if he
has no scruples and is no stumbling block to the weak brother
(Rom 14 :20; 1 Cor 8:9). In both instances Christ's disciples are
exhorted to consider others before themselves (Rom 15 :1, 2 ;
Cor Io :24) and to see the other's advantage rather than one's
own (Rom 15 :1, 2; 1 Cor 10:33). The appeal is to be considerate of the weak one's faith and to abstain rather than to
cause another's fall (Rom 14:1, 21; I Cor 8:9, 11-13).
It seems impossible to determine exactly what the problem
in Rome was. It might very well have been identical with that
in Corinth. But Paul's silence concerning idols and demons, as
well as the mention of the observance of certain days, incline
many to conclude that there is no real parallel between the
two passages.14
Christians of Jewish Origin Influenced by Essenism. It is
equally possible that those refraining from meat and wine
might have been Christians of Jewish origin influenced by
Essenism.15 It is evident, as mentioned earlier, that the church
their metaphysical concept of the world. Most Christian vegetarians
today do so mainly in striving for good health.
13 Anders Nygren, Commentary on the Romans (Philadelphia, 1949),
p. 442. Cf. A. M. Hunter, The Epistle to the Romans (London, 1957),
p. 117.
14 Cf. Adolf von Schlatter, Gottes Gerechtigkeit (4th ed.; Stuttgart,
1965), pp. 364, 368; Michel, op. cit., p. 256; Ernst Gaugler, Der Romerbrief (Zurich, 1952), II, 326.
15 On the importance of the Jewish influence in Rome, see J. Kinoshita's interesting theory on a source for the outline of Rom 14. He sees
the passage as composed of "The Manual of Instruction on the Jewish
Problem." J. Kinoshita, "Romans—Two Writings Combined," NT, VII
(1964-65), 258-277.
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at Rome was composed of both Jews and Gentiles. The relative
size of the two groups is uncertain, although we know that at
that time there was a large Jewish colony in Rome.16
Like the Pythagoreans, the Essenes sought to attain a
higher sanctity by depriving the flesh of satisfaction of its
desires. As a possible outgrowth of Pharisaism, Essenism had
much in common with it, although it also found itself at great
variance with it. Here ceremonial purity was not merely a
principal aim, it was an absorbing passion. In his desire to
observe carefully the distinction laid down by Moses of meats
as lawful and unlawful, the Essene went far beyond the Pharisee. Many believe that he even drank no wine nor touched any
animal food, at least at times."
Less objection applies to this proposed solution if it is
16 For a study of the Christian community and the Jewish colony in
Rome, see G. La Piana, "Foreign Groups in Rome During the First
Centuries of the Empire," HThR, XX (1927), 183 ff.
17 It remains difficult to know whether the Essenes abstained entirely
from meat and wine. Archaeological and literary evidences provided by
the Qumran community—which most scholars relate to the Essenes—
have been variously interpreted. Whereas some, on the basis of the
Dead Sea scrolls, consider that the Essenes used wine, others regard it
as improbable in view of the use of the word tirosh: see J. van der Ploeg,
The Excavations at Qumran (London, 1958), p. 212, and E. F. Sutcliffe,
The Monks of Qumran (Westminster, Md., 196o), p. 11o. Archaeologists
uncovered numerous deposits of bones in jars and pieces of jars, bones
of animals—mainly sheep and goats—which had been cooked or roasted. The theory that these are the remains of animals of which the flesh
was eaten seems very natural, although not convincing to those who
consider them as evidence of sacrifices that the Essenes felt necessary
to offer within the purity of their own community; see Kurt Schubert,
The Dead Sea Community (New York, 1959), p. 23; van der Ploeg,
JSS, II (1957), 172; R. de Vaux, RB, LXIII (1956), 73, 74, 549 -55o;
W. R. Farmer, The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, II (New York,
1962), 148.
In the absence of coercive evidence it seems reasonable to suggest
that wine was drunk and meat was eaten at times by the Essenes of
Khirbet Qumran. But if the Pharisee fasted twice a week and, at times,
rejected wine for the duration of a vow, the Essene, whose austerity
was so highly esteemed by ancient authorities, must not have lagged
behind in his zealous attachment to a strict observance of his religious
practice. At Qumran the significance of asceticism and purity was
pushed to the limit. The community stood or fell by it, so to speak.
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presented in the form, not that Essenism existed in Rome as a
strict organization, which is highly improbable, but that there
was an Essenic influence in the Jewish community there. This
is probable, and the view fulfills the three conditions of the
case. The Essenes were Jewish and ascetic, and they observed
certain days. "There is some evidence," writes F. F. Bruce,
"that such 'baptist' communities were found in the Dispersion
as well as in Judaea. The Jewish community of Rome, in
particular, appears to have preserved some characteristic
features of this 'non-conformist' Judaism—features which, as
we may gather from the Hippolytan Apostolic Tradition, were
carried over into Roman Christianity." 18
On Esteeming Certain Days Above Others
Whatever the real problem may have been, Paul's plea is
for consideration on the part of more mature Christians towards their weak brethren. Those whose faith makes them independent of ritual prohibition should not reject the weak,
but welcome them as Christian brethren. To the weak and
scrupulous Paul appeals with more elaboration of argument
that they should refrain from condemning those who claim to
exercise freedom in matters of such observances.
At this point, in a chapter that has to do with a controversy
on the matter of meat-eating versus vegetarianism, Paul interjects another issue, that of "esteeming one day as better than
another" (v. 5). This might very well have been another expression of the scrupulousness Paul is concerned with.
Remarks on the Greek Text of Rom 14:5. Part of the interpretative problem of this passage is the fact that a linguistic
study hardly contributes any substantial information toward
a more accurate understanding. The Greek text reads: 8; v.iv
(yap) xpiver. 4.ipav nap' liipav, oc ae xpiveL nEicrav iiliipav•
gxacnoc
vot ItX7)pocpopsia0a).19
18 F. F. Bruce, "To the Hebrews or to the Essenes ?" NTS, (19621963), 227.
19 Namara Testamentum Graece (Erwin Nestle, ed.: Stuttgart, 1952).
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Key words in this passage, on which its sense hinges to a large
degree, are xp(vet., ly.ipocv nap' 4.6pav, and Trkt)pocpopeicreco.
K ptve c: one man "esteems." The basic meaning of the word
is that of separating, and then discerning, in the act of judging.
It stresses mental discrimination, a moral scrutiny and determination. It is here properly translated "esteems." Some
Roman Christians attributed a particular importance to certain
days, others considered them all alike.
p.6 p a v: "day." Although -11 p.6 p cc may have several
meanings,20 in this passage the word falls easily into the
category of a 24-hour period. Reference is made here to the
calendar day.
`FT 1.1.6pav 'tap' 11 p. E p ocv : "one day as better than another."
In this phrase, the key word is nocpoc. When used before an
accusative, as is the case here, except with verbs of motion
and adverbially of place or time, =pa indicates a comparative-contrastive concept. According to the best Greek
authorities this concept conveys two fundamental notions :
(r) Besides or beyond, as in Rom 16 :17 ; (2) Above or beyond
in the sense of the comparative sense "more than," as, for
instance, in Heb 1'9; Lk 13:2. Fundamentally, then, the
preposition =pot serves to set apart one idea from another, or
"one day above another." 21 Although in the opinion of some
the addition of "alike" may seem to distort the meaning of the
passage, this adjective has been supplied by the translators in
an effort to complete the sense of the sentence.
20 As a summary of the meanings ill.ckpoc may have in the Pauline
writings, W. F. Arndt and F. W. Gingrich suggest: (1) An age, era,
indefinite period of time, as in 2 Cor 6:2; Eph 5 :16; (2) an eschatological day, as in Rom 2:16; I Cor 5:5: (3) the natural day from sunrise
to sunset, 1 Th 2 :9; 3 :10 ; (4) the day of 24 hours, Gal I :18; 1 Cor 15 :4.
A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian
Literature (Chicago, 1957), pp. 346-348.
21 James H. Moulton, A Grammar of New Testament Greek, Vol. III
by Nigel Turner (Edinburgh, 1963), p. 273; F. Blass and A. Debrunner,
A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and other Early Christian
Literature (Cambridge, 1961), pp. 123-124; Arndt and Gingrich, op. cit.,
art. rcapa.
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The various nuances of meaning possible to the entire clause
xpivet illikpocv nap' 4,6pav are reflected in various versions
and translations. The following are samplings :
"One man discriminates between days" (Syriac).
"One man considers some days to be more sacred than
others" (The Twentieth Century New Testament).
"One man esteemeth one day above another" (K JV).
"This man putteth difference between daye and daye"
(Tyndale and Cranmer).
"One man esteems one day as better than another" (RSV).
"One man keeps certain days as holier than others (Jerusalem Bible).
"This man rates one day above another" (Moffatt).
"One demeth a day bitwixe a day" (Wycliffe).
"This man regards one day more highly than another"
(NEB).
11A 77 p o cp 0 p 1Ea 0 o): "Let one be fully convinced," a compound verb which means to become filled with a thought or
conviction to the extent of accepting it, and of being settled in
mind. The contextual significance of this verb seems obvious.
It fits in with Paul's attitude in matters of moral issue, and
more specifically in this case, in the matter of "eating and not
eating." So also in the matter of discriminating or not between
days, it is important that one's mind be settled. The mind
must be "fully assured," 22 having carefully pondered the
question and come to a settled conviction.23

oS

22 A. T. Robertson, Word Pictures in the New Testament, IV (New
York, 1931), 413.
23 Biblical scholarship is divided on the matter of retaining or dropping a passage which follows Rom 14 :5. The KJV has translated Rom
14 :6 as follows : "He that regardeth the day, regardeth it unto the
Lord; and he that regardeth not the day, to the Lord he doth not regard it.
He that eateth to the Lord, for he giveth God thanks; and he that
eateth not, to the Lord he eateth not, and giveth God thanks."
The uncial authority is strongly against the italicized passage; the lack
of completeness in the antithesis might easily have led to its insertion.
On the other hand the possibility of omission by homoioteleuton exists
and the repetition characteristic of the clause increases the probability
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The passage has been very faithfully rendered by the translators.
Paul's Distinction and the Seventh-day Sabbath
But is it possible to discover what days Paul had in mind
when he wrote that "one man esteems one day as better than
another, while another man esteems all days alike" ?
Although one may not want to exclude the possibility of
Paul's referring to certain days of fasting as of heathen origin 24
or to an early keeping of Sunday,25 commentators have very
generally thought of them as being: (r) Jewish ceremonial
feasts or Sabbaths which Jewish Christians would still have
been observing; (2) fast days on which it would not have been
permitted to eat certain things ; and (3) the seventh-day Sabbath.
It has been argued that the distinction here touched upon
refers to the seventh-day Sabbath. "What other day would
any Roman Christian judge to be above other days ?" asks
Lenski.26 A small group of Jewish Christians, some of them
probably from Jerusalem, "still clung to the Sabbath much as
the Christians did after Pentecost." In this interpretation Paul
considers that all distinction of the Sabbath day from other
days has been abolished by Christianity. In other words, for
the Christian there are no sacred days any longer, all days being
indifferently sacred. Although Alford does not see how the
passage can be otherwise understood,28 others—from an understandable fear that any application of "one day" to the sevof its having existed in the original manuscript, inasmuch as its inclusion completes a parallel between observing and not observing on the
one hand, and eating and not eating on the other. The insertion or
omission of the clause does not essentially modify Paul's argumentation.
24 See Michel, op. cit., p.301.
26 Von Schlatter, op. cit., p. 371.
28 R. C. H. Lenski, The Interpretation of St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans (Columbus, Ohio, 1945), p. 821.
27 Ibid.
28 H. Alford, The Greek Testament, II (Cambridge, 1865), 452.
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enth day Sabbath would equally apply to the "Lord's Day"—
have suggested that Paul was exclusively dealing with the
Jewish Sabbath, and not at all with the Christian Sabbath.29
When confronted by the fact that the "strong" esteems every
day alike, such commentators reply—with much common
sense—that "if any man is disposed to plead this passage as an
excuse for violating the Sabbath [Sunday] and devoting it to
pleasure or gain, let him quote it just as it is, i.e., let him
neglect the Sabbath from a conscientious desire to honor esus
Christ. Unless this is his motive, the passage cannot avail
him." 30 Both groups agree, therefore, that it is ruled by Paul
that the seventh-day Sabbath is no longer of permanent moral
obligation.
It is to be noted, however, that the attempt to connect the
fourth-commandment Sabbath with the "days" mentioned
in this passage is not convincing for everybody.21 The whole
discussion concerns "unessentials," matters in which God has
not spoken clearly in his Word. N o such question can be conscientiously raised concerning the fundamental moral issues
that are clarified in the Decalogue, the Sermon on the Mount,
or in any other plain statement of Scripture. Who can have a
divine commandment before him and say to others: you can
treat that commandment as you please ; it really makes no
difference whether you keep it or not; please yourselves? No
apostle could so conduct an argument. And probably no man
would be more surprised at that interpretation than Paul
himself, who had utmost respect for the Decalogue, God's law,
which is "holy, just and good" (Rom 7:12). For the apostle
each of the ten commandments is an expression of love
(ch. 13 :8-ro), and Christ himself, the norm of all Pauline teach29 A. Barnes, Notes on the New Testament, IV, Romans (London,
1832), 299, 300.
39 Ibid.
31 See, for instance, Joseph Parker, The People's Bible, XXVI,
Romans and Galatians (New York, 1901), 123 ff.; Barnes, op. cit., pp.
299, 300; Wilber T. Dayton, Romans and Galatians, in the Wesleyan
Bible Commentary, V (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1965), 85, 86.
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ing (see, for instance, ch. 15 :1-13), was indisputably a Sabbath
keeper. For the apostle, the situation of the Christian toward
God's law has become much more responsible—and dangerous
—than that of the devout men of the Old Testament.
Paul himself, who evidently cannot be reckoned among the
"weak," worshiped on Sabbath "as was his custom" (Acts
17 :2 ; cf. Lk 4:16), and there is no conclusive evidence to the
contrary. He was in no doubt about the validity of the weekly
Sabbath. Thus, to assume that when they were converted to
Christianity by Paul, Gentiles or Jews would be anxious to
give up the "Jewish" Sabbath for their "own day" is hardly
likely. This could be expected only at some later time in the
history of the Christian Church, and for other reasons.
In Rom 14 Paul is taking for granted certain things which
ought never to be disputed. If it had occurred to his mind that
there were presumptuous believers who thought that a commandment could be trifled with, he would probably have
conducted his argument accordingly. It seems safe, therefore,
to conclude with a large group of exegetes, that the seventhday Sabbath does not come within the scope of the distinction
respecting the days mentioned in Rom 14:5.32
The Jewish Ceremonial Sabbaths. It has been argued with a
great deal of plausibility that Paul was simply referring to the
sacred days of the Jewish ceremonial economy. Some regarded
them as having abiding sanctity. Others considered them as
abrogated with the passing away of the ceremonial institutions.
After the deliverance from Egypt, the Lord instituted for
Israel six annual feasts, and in connection with these, seven
ceremonial Sabbaths.33 In subsequent Jewish history these
32 It is to be noted that it is even more so for John Murray, the Presbyterian theologian, since he considers that the Lord's day, the memorial of Jesus' resurrection, borrows its religious significance from the
Sabbath institution which keeps its abiding relevance and binding
obligation upon the believer of the New Testament covenant. See
"Appendix D" in The Epistle to the Romans, II (Grand Rapids, Mich.,
1965), 257 ff.
38 See Lev 23 and Num z8, 29.
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feasts were given great prominence and became deeply
ingrained in Jewish culture. Some of the early Christians, of
Jewish origin, might have been slow to break away from the
old customs. It is quite possible that in the church at Rome
there may have been a strong Jewish element endeavoring to
make a case for the observance of these yearly feasts and
Sabbaths. Some converts from Judaism still like to observe
them today and see nothing wrong in this, regarding them
as part of their ethnic heritage.
These interpreters generally see a connection between the
problem mentioned in Rom 14 and that discussed in Gal 4
(vs. 8-II) and Col 2 (vs. 16, 17). It might seem that the similarities between the two groups of passages would indicate the
same issue. This inference, however, is not established, and
the evidence would point to the conclusion that the weakness
in view in Rom 14 is of a somewhat different character. It
seems that more has to be taken into account. In Rom 14 there
is no mention of the specific days designated in Col, for instance.
If this were the question we would expect an explicit reference as in Col 2 :16, 17. Here Paul mentions only a distinction
between days.34 The main weakness of Rom 14 involved a
vegetarian diet, which is not reflected in the epistles to the
Galatians and Colossians. There is no indication either that
the weak in reference to food had, as the Galatians, been
"bewitched" in accepting "another gospel" (Gal 3:1; 1:8).
Both attitudes may very well have been an outgrowth of
Essenic- Judaistic sectarianism, and it is conceivable that the
yearly Sabbaths could have been included in this reference,
but that they constituted the real subject of reference seems
rather unlikely.
The Essenes Might Have Caused the Problem
Paul may have had in mind the case of Jewish converts who
were still clinging to these feast days. But the special days of
34 See Joseph Huby, Saint Paul, Epitre aux Romains (Paris, 5957),
PP. 452, 453.
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the week were more probably fast days. This suggestion is
based on the context itself, in which abstinence is the predominant feature. It may even be that among the faithful who
strictly abstained from flesh and wine—or besides them—there
were others who did so only on certain days. Paul's phrase in
v. 2, "one believes he may eat anything, while the weak man
eats only vegetables" is curiously analogous to this statement
in v. 5, "one man esteems one day as better than another,
while another man esteems all days alike." He mentions the
two cases together and later in the chapter he declares that a
man should not be judged because of his eating (vs. 10-13),
which may imply that Paul is referring to fast days. It appears
quite probable from the context that Paul here is correlating
the eating with the observance of days. Most likely, although
it is impossible to ascertain it, the apostle is dealing with fast
days in a context of either partial or total abstinence.35
Here also the Essenes might have caused the problem. It is
certainly significant that besides abstaining from meat and
wine—at least at times—they also were very specific in the
matter of observing days. They sanctified certain days which
were not observed by the general stream of the Jews. Although
the Essenes' principal feasts were the same " . . . as in the rest
of Israel, others have been added which seem to have been
unique to the sect."36
Their liturgical calendar was different from the official
priestly calendar in Jerusalem. Set up according to the calendar of Jubilees, it caused the major feasts to fall on the same
day of the week, year after year. The year of the Jubilee
Calendar had only 364 days, exactly 52 weeks. Each month
counted 3o days. After every three months an extra day was
added so that the weekly cycle would work out evenly. In other
words, it was a synchronization of the weekly and yearly
35 James Denney, The Expositor's Greek Testament, II, Romans (W. R.
Nicoll, ed. ; Grand Rapids, Mich., 1961), 702; Huby, op. cit., pp. 455,
456 ; Gaugler, op. cit., p. 333.
38 Marcel Simon, Les sectes juives au temps de Jesus (Paris, 1960), p. 62.
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time periods, so that every year a particular date always fell on
the same day of the month. All new moons and religious feasts
fell on Sundays, Wednesdays, or Fridays.
Some have suggested that the calendar of Jubilees represented the ancient liturgical computation of the Temple itself,
later abandoned at Jerusalem in favor of the lunar-solar calendar in use in the Hellenistic world. "It is not impossible that
this substitution gave rise to the Essene secession." 37 As
might be expected, there was, of course, a predilection for
these particular days.
Some pertinent observations emerge now which could well
tie in the matter of diet with that of "esteeming certain days
above others." The Essenes scrupulously abstained from meat
and wine. They added certain feast days to the regular Jewish
calendar. The dissension over this very point existed in Jewry
prior to the advent of Christianity. Could it be that the controversy was carried over into the Christian Church and finds
itself reflected in Rom 14 ? In this case the practice of the weak
may be compared with the early Christian custom indicated in
the Didache of fasting twice every week.38 Is it not significant
and relevant at the same time that we have here a matter of
diet and days connected in a controversial issue ? Although
this is not an established fact, this interpretation is a possibility which cannot be ignored. It seems, in fact, to be the
most likely possibility in a context in which abstinence is a
predominant feature. This is why I suggest that Paul is here
referring to practices of abstinence and fasting on regular
fixed dates."
37 Simon, op. cit., pp. 6z, 63. A. Jaubert, La date de la Cene, calendrier
biblique et liturgie chretienne (Paris, 1957), PP. 51-56.
38 The Didache (8 :1) warns Christians not to fast with the hypocrites
on the second and fifth days of the week, but rather on the fourth and
sixth days.
39 See F. J. Leenhardt, The Epistle to the Romans (London, 1961), pp.
348, 349• M. J. Lagrange declares, "Il est assez clair, d'apres le contexte, qu'il s'agit d'abstinence."Saint Paul, Epitre aux Romains (Paris,
195o), P. 325. There also remains the possibility that the apostle is
referring here to another example of Pharisaic influence. There is little
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The Problem Was Not a Basic One
The problem, obviously, was not a basic one, as the mild
way in which Paul deals with these weak brethren indicates.
The contrast between the tone of the letter to the Romans and
the tone of the letters to the Galatians and to the Colossians
is highly significant. The reason is clear. In Gal, for instance,
Paul is dealing with Judaizers who are perverting the Gospel
at its very center. Propagandists of a legalism which maintained
that the observance of days and seasons was necessary to
justification and acceptance with God, they were denounced
as "false teachers" preaching "another gospel" (Gal 2 :4 ; :8).
Their views are a return to "spiritual slavery" (ch. 4:8,9) and
Paul fears that he has labored in vain among them (ch. 4:11).
The Colossians likewise adulterated the ground of salvation by
dogmatic confidence. There is no evidence of such a fatal error
in Rom 14. The Roman Christians were not "propagandists
for a ceremonialism that was aimed at the heart of the cross."40
The Galatians were involved in essential doctrinal issues; they
were outside the Gospel in dogmatic terms. This explains
Paul's language. The Romans always remained within the
Gospel. The climate is radically different and explains
Paul's tolerance and restraint. He was dealing here with
unessentials.
The apostle is convinced that these differences of opinions
regarding days have nothing to do with the fundamentals of
Christian experience. They are indifferent matters. None of
them is characteristic of an inadequate theory of life and
doubt that the Jews in general and the Pharisees in particular laid
great emphasis on fasting as a religious practice in Bible times. Besides
the biblical evidence, the Babylonian and the Palestinian Talmuds
contain a sizable tractate called Tacanit (Fasts) devoted to the Jewish
fast-days and the practices peculiar to them. I feel, however, that this
does not meet all the circumstances described in Rom 14, since Paul is
dealing with Christians who not only observed certain days, but also
abstained from meat and wine.
4 ° John Murray, The Epistle to the Romans, II (Grand Rapids, Mich.,
1965), 173.
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religion. "He:who observes the day, observes it in honor of
the Lord. He also who eats, eats in honor of the Lord, since he
gives thanks to God; while he who abstains, abstains in honor
of the Lord and gives thanks to God" (Rom 14:6). Whether
they observe holy days or not, whether they partake or refrain
from food, these Christians' actions are regulated by the great
principle of the lordship of Christ. There is no proof that the
weak brethren differed from the strong on the great principle
of justification by faith. All there is for some is weakness "in
faith," that is to say an inadequate grasp of the great principle
of salvation by faith in Jesus Christ, which brought some to an
anxious desire to make their salvation more certain by the
scrupulous fulfillment of formal rules. But however weak these
brethren may have been they still are brethren, and remain
part of the Christian fellowship. As Bultmann indicates, the
Scriptures point to different degrees and possibilities of faith
for individuals. There are "deficiencies in faith" (1 Th 3 :10) ;
"growth in faith" (2 Cor 10 :15) ; "fullness of faith" (Rom 4 :21;
14:5) ; and "weakness of faith" (Rom 14:1).41 But all are
characteristic, not of Judaizers or apostates, but of Christians.
Therefore, our weak brother of Romans 14 is to be welcomed
as a Christian.
Matters Not Regulated by a Revelation from God. The weight
of evidence points to the fact that Paul is not dealing with the
fourth-commandment Sabbath. The polyglot society at Rome
helps one to understand somewhat better the complex situation existing in that Christian community. The Roman, Greek,
Oriental, and Jew lived there. The slave, the free man, and the
freedman lived there. All were confronted by the question of
Christian ethics in a pagan society. While all had one and the
same faith, all did not share one and the same philosophy of
Christian life. Some, who were strong in the faith, could rely
on the past and not let it disturb them. Others wanted added
protection against the non-Christian environment. They felt
41 Rudolf Bultmann and Arthur Weiser, Faith (London, 1961),
pp. 88, 89.
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the necessity for certain restrictions governing their Christian
way of living.
Is it not significant that this epistle to the Romans which
presents the Christian doctrine with such exceptional power
and clarity should indicate that the teaching of faith and a
healthy doctrine do not guarantee a healthy community ?
There are questions which concern matters morally indifferent,
which are not regulated by a revelation from God. In these
matters, Paul asserts, "let every one be fully convinced in his
own mind" ; fully convinced, that is to say fully settled, having
sound reasons for one's actions. Since divergencies are to be
expected in such a context, let the weak respect the position of
the strong (ch. 14 :3) as well as the strong bear the weak brother and welcome him to fellowship (chs. 14:1; 15:i, 7). Both,
in fact, are doing what they do "in the Lord" or "unto him."
Whether they keep certain days, whether they partake or
refrain from food, their actions are to be regulated by the
lordship of Christ, by the fact that they recognize him as Lord.
It is important, therefore, that in these matters every individual Christian stand true to the authority of his conscience.
It is possible for Christians to have reached different levels
in the education and strength of their conscience. And
having thought through the same problem they might
come up with different answers. Some things are unquestionably right, and others are unquestionably wrong. But there
are still others regarding which the consciences of men differ.
Here is precisely where none will interfere in an arrogant
spirit. Let there be no bickering, disputing, or fault-finding.
Men are neither saved nor lost by these matters. This is in essence the teaching of Paul in Rom 14.
The dispute between the strong and the weak over unessential matters is to be understood in such a way as to prefer the
common edification of the Church over one's own objective
right. This is how one shows the superior soundness of his faith,
and it is precisely what only the strong in faith can do. The
strong in faith do not become weak when they are able and
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willing to resign all thoughts of asserting their objective right
for the common upbuilding of the Church and the growth of
the work of God. When they act in this way, they, rather, give
evidence of their strength by the fact that they genuinely bear
the weakness of the weak, making it their own and recognizing
that all cannot at once rise to full strength. Together they
accept the challenge that each should be fully persuaded in his
own mind. This is using one's liberty, not for doing harm, but
for the furtherance of the Church and of the work of God.
In these ethical unessentials, Paul identifies himself with
the strong brother. From such a starting point we might have
expected him to seek to persuade the weak that their scruples
regarding eating or fasting were baseless, and so to avoid a
schism. But Paul proceeds in an entirely different manner. In
unessentials Paul contends for Christian freedom, for the right
of both weak and strong. "One man esteems one day as better
than another, while another man esteems all days alike." The
chief thing is that "every one be fully convinced in his own
mind." This is no arbitrary indulgence. It was in this way alone
that in such matters the apostle could be true to the Gospel.
Never was there a Christian more emancipated from un-Christian inhibition. "He was not even in bondage to his emancipation." 42
42 Bruce, The Epistle of Paul to the Romans (Grand Rapids, Mich.,
1963), p. 243.

LINGUISTIC CONSIDERATIONS
REGARDING THE TRANSLATION OF
ISAIAH'S SHEAR-JASHUB: A REASSESSMENT
GERHARD F. HASEL
Andrews University, Berrien Springs, Michigan
Virtually all scholars agree that the name of Isaiah's son
=17:77 7ts0 (Is 7:3) is a key element of the remnant motif of
Isaiah of Jerusalem. It has been suggested by L. G. Rignell
that this symbolic name is the "key term" T in chapter 7 of Is.
0. Kaiser goes even beyond this by claiming that this name
"certainly contains the programme of the entire Isaianic
proclamation." 2 There is a continuing debate on how this
symbolic name is to be translated. One of the most common
translations is "A remnant shall return." 3 Some scholars
place more stress upon the notion of conversion and translate
"A remnant will repent." 4 Others understand the name as a
1 L. G. Rignell, "Das Immanuelszeichen," StTh, XI (1957), Too.
2 0. Kaiser, Der Prophet Jesaja, Kap. i-iz (2d ed. ; Gottingen, 1963),
p. 71
3 Of the many supporters of this translation some may be mentioned: R. de Vaux, "Le `Reste d'Israel' d'apres les prophetes," RB,
XLII (1933), 531; W. E. Muller, Die V orstellung vom Rest im Alten
Testament (Inaugural-Diss.; Leipzig, 1939), p. 56; J. P. Hyatt, Prophetic Religion (Nashville, 1947), p. 103; H. H. Rowley, The Biblical
Doctrine of Election (London, 1950), p. 74; J. Y. Muckle, Isaiah 1-39
(London, 1960), p. 29; A. Heschel, The Prophets (New York, 1962), p.
94; J. Mauchline, Isaiah 1-39 (Torch Bible Commentary; London,
1962), p. 95; W. Harrelson, Interpreting the Old Testament (New York,
1964), p. 236; S. Herrmann, Die prophetischen Heilserwartungen des
Alten Testaments (Stuttgart, 1965), p. 129; E. J. Young, The Book of
Isaiah (Grand Rapids, Mich., 1965), I, 271; H. Ringgren, Israelite Religion (Philadelphia, 1966), p. 258. Here we may add those who translate
"A remnant will return": E. Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament
(London, 1958), p. 324; M. Buber, The Prophetic Faith (New York,
1960), p. 134; James M. Ward, Amos and Isaiah: Prophets of the Word
of God (Nashville, 1969), p. 268.
4 Here we mention the following : B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja (5th ed. ;
Gottingen, 1968), p. 71; G. Holscher, Die Urspriinge der jiidischen
•
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threat which emphasizes a solely ominous aspect without any
hopeful notion and render it : "Only a remnant will return." 5
J. M. P. Smith emends =It: to 4: and thus arrives at the translation "A remnant will abide." 6 Other scholars propose "A
remnant returns." ' All of these translations, however, have
one linguistic consideration in common, i.e., they consider this
name as a verbal sentence name with the syntactical structure
of subject in the first element and predicate in the second
element.8
Eschatologie (Giessen, 1925), p. 4; N. Snaith, "The Language of the Old
Testament," The Interpreter's Bible (New York, 1952), I, 225b; E.
Balla, Die Botschaft der Propheten (Tubingen, 1958), p. 13o; E. Jenni,
"Remnant," Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (New York, 1962), IV,
33 ; Th. C. Vriezen, "Essentials of the Theology of Isaiah," Israel's
Prophetic Heritage. Essays in honor of James Muilenburg, eds. B. W.
Anderson and W. Harrelson (New York, 1962), p. 138, n. 16.
5 Sheldon H. Blank, "The Current Misinterpretation of Isaiah's
She'ar Yashub," JBL, LXVII (1948), 211-215; E. W. Heaton, The
Root 11 and the Doctrine of the Remnant," JTS, N.S., III (1952), 37;
idem, The Old Testament Prophets (Baltimore, 1961), p. 144; W. L.
Holladay, The Root skitbh in the Old Testament (Leiden, 1958), p. 146;
C. R. North, "Shear-jashub," Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible (New
York, 1962), IV, 311; N. K. Gottwald, All the Kingdoms of the Earth
(New York, 1964), p. 149; G. E. Wright, Isaiah (London, 1964), p. 37;
J. Becker, Isaias—der Prophet and sein Buch (Stuttgarter BibelStudien, 3o; Stuttgart, 1968), p. 46, n. 22; R. Kilian, Die V erheissung
Immanuels, Jes. 7, 14 (Stuttgart, 1969), p. 16.
6 J. M. P. Smith, "210: 11p," Z A W , XXXIV (1914), 220-227.
Smith's textual emendation has not been accepted by scholars and
must now be rejected in view of 1QIsa.
7 0. Eissfeldt, The Old Testament: An Introduction (New York, 1965),
p. 304; 0. Procksch, Theologie des Allen Testaments (Giitersloh, 195o),
pp. 581-659; "Rest-kehrt-um," so also W. Eichrodt, Der Heilige in
Israel: Jesaja 1-12 (Stuttgart, 196o), p. 82; J. Scharbert, Die Propheten
Israels bis 700 v. Chr. (Köln, 1965), p. 23o; R. E. Clements, The Conscience of the Nation (London, 1967), p. 68; H. Donner, Israel ureter den
Volkern (Leiden, 1964), p. ir.
8 The translations of Rignell, op. cit., p. 102: "Um einen Rest handelt
es sich wieder"; V. Herntrich, "Astu+cce xrA," Theologisches Worterbuch
zum Neuen Testament (Stuttgart, 1942), IV, 212: "Eire Rest kommt in
den rechten Stand"; Theological Dictionary to the New Testament
(Grand Rapids, Mich., 1967), IV, 203: "A remnant will come to a right
condition" ; and J. Nelis, "Rest Israels," Bibel-Lexikon, ed. by H. Haag
(2d ed.; Einsiedeln, 1968), col. 1473: "Eire Rest allein kommt lebend
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L. Kohler has challenged the supposition that wtti: ittO
should be understood as a verbal sentence name with the
syntactical sequence of subject-predicate. He argues that it is
instead a "nackter Relativsatz" which should be translated
"Der Rest, der umkehrt" ("the remnant that returns").9 This
suggestion has been adopted by G. Fohrer 10 and G. Sauer.11
Kohler bases his argument upon the consideration that in
Hebrew syntax the subject cannot be placed at will before or
after the predicate in the independent simple clause. Therefore
he assumes "that this rule of the sequence of words is also valid
for names." 12 In support of his view he refers to the entries of
the letter yod in the index of M. Noth's 13 basic investigation
of Hebrew onomastica. J. Lindblom, on the other hand, rejects
KOhler's suggestion as too complicated a syntactical construction and regards mt.,: iktO as a "composed nominal sentence" 14
in which the first element is the subject and the second element
witvr is a verbal sentence forming the predicate. He translates
davon." All these translations are interpreting paraphrases which do
not merit the quality of preserving the relative brevity and pointedness
of the Hebrew name.
9 L. Kohler, "mtv: -aKm and der nackte Relativsatz; Syntactica II,"
VT, III (1953), 85; the English translation is found in Kohler,
Old Testament Theology, transl. by A. S. Todd (Philadelphia, 1957),
p. 231.
10 G. Fohrer, Das Buch Jesaja (Ziircher Bibelkommentar ; zd ed. ;
Zurich, 1966), I, 106; see also his "Die Gattung der Berichte fiber symbolische Handlungen der Propheten," in Studien zur alttestamentlichen
Prophetie ("Beihefte zur ZAW ," IC, Berlin, 1967), p. 97.
11 G. Sauer, "Symbolischer Name," Biblisch-historisches Handworterbuch, eds. B. Reicke and L. Rost (Gottingen, 1966), III, col. 19o5 ;
H. Wildberger, Jesaja ("Biblischer Kommentar Altes Testament,"
X:1, Neukirchen-Vluyn, 1965), p. 27, also translates "Rest, der
umkehrt."
12 Kohler, VT, III (1953) , 85.
13 M. Noth, Die israelitischen Personennamen im Rahmen der gemeinsemitischen Namengebung (Stuttgart, 1928). Noth outlined Semitic
onomastica based on criteria of grammar and syntax and classified
Semitic names into sentence names (verbal and nominal), genitive
construct names, one-word names, and hypocoristic names.
14 T . Lindblom, A Study on the Immanuel Section in Isaiah, Isa. vii,
1-ix, 6 (Lund, 1958), p. 9.
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"a remnant, it will return," 15 which means paraphrased "there
will be a remnant, and this remnant will return." 16 Lindblom
argues that both elements of this name are of equal significance regardless of their position. 0. Kaiser has adopted
Lindblom's suggestion."
Having thus briefly outlined the major proposals for translating this symbolic name and their underlying linguistic
argumentations, the remainder of this paper will be devoted
to investigating the validity of these varying translations
with an attempt to bring to bear on them the linguistic evidence
of West Semitic sentence names with corresponding syntactical structures, especially those of recently published studies
on Amorite and Ugaritic personal names.
The present writer works on the assumption that the name
of Isaiah's son belongs to the class of personal names that are
designated as sentence names. As far as the present writer is
aware, there is on this point universal agreement among
scholars. For the sake of clarification it seems advisable to
summarize the characteristic features of sentence names. Here
we follow Noth's fundamental work on Semitic onomastica
whose proposals with regard to classification of names have
been generally adopted by later scholars, including Huffmon
and Grondah1.18 Customarily sentence names are divided into
two types: (r) The first type is the nominal sentence name,
which contains two elements, a subject and a nominal predicate, i.e., a predicate which is not an inflected verbal form.
The sequence of the two elements in West Semitic nominal
sentence names varies: in Amorite the usual sequence of
15 Loc. cit.; Lindblom, Prophecy in Ancient Israel (Philadelphia,
1962), p. 367, n. 144.
18 Ibid., p. 424.
17 0. Kaiser, "Sear jasub," Biblisch-historisches Handworterbuch, III,
col. 1752.
18 Noth, op. cit., pp. 15-2o; cf. Theo Bauer, Die Ostkanaander
(Leipzig, 1926), p. 59; H. B. Huffmon, Amorite Personal Names in the
Mari Texts (Baltimore, 1965), pp. 95, 96; F. Grondahl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit (Rome, 1967), PP. 45-48.
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elements is predicate-subject," which is contrary to normal
Semitic word order of nominal sentences; 20 Ugaritic nominal
sentence names lack a preference either way,21 while for the
rest of the West Semitic nominal sentence names the subjectpredicate sequence seems to be the general rule.22 (2) The
second type is the verbal sentence name which also contains
two elements, a subject and a predicate, the latter consisting
of a finite verb usually in the perfect or imperfect.23 As regards
the Amorite verbal sentence names, with the verb in the perfect, the sequence is perfect-substantive, except of elements
with a stative verb.24 The evidence from Ugarit shows that
the qtl-predicate has no preferred position.25 In Phoenician
the substantive-perfect position is more common,26 while in
South Arabic, which belongs to South Semitic, the contrary
sequence is the more frequent one.27 The picture as regards
the sequence of elements is different in verbal sentence names
with an imperfect verb. In Amorite the yaqtul-predicate (as
well as the other "imperfect" forms) is mostly in the first position.28 This is also true of the Ugaritic yqtl-predicate 29 and in
South Arabic names." The conclusion to be drawn from this
19 See the fundamental work of Amorite personal names by Huffmon,
op. cit., p. 95.
20 C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen Sprachen (Hildesheim, 1961), II, 92-95, No. 47.
21 See the basic study of Ugaritic personal names by Grondahl, op.
cit., PP- 45, 47.
22 Noth, op. cit., pp. 17-19.
23 Ibid., pp. zo-31.
24 Huffmon, op. cit., pp. 87-94; Noth, op. cit., pp. 22 ff. ; idem, "Die
syrisch-paldstinische Bevolkerung des zweiten Jahrtausends v. Chr. im
Lichte neuer Quellen," ZDPV, LXV (1942), 26, 27; idem, "Mari und
Israel: Eine Personennamenstudie," Geschichte und Altes Testament.
A. Alt zum siebzigsten Geburtstag (Tubingen, 1953), p. 14o. Noth's
statement to the contrary was premature.
25 Grondahl, op. cit., p. 41.
26 Noth, Die israelitischen Personennamen, p. 22.
27 Ibid., p. 25, 26.
28 Huffmon, op. cit., pp. 63-87.
29 Grondahl, op. cit., p. 41.
30 Noth, op. cit., p. 3o; Brockelmann, op. cit., II, 171, No. 93.
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survey of the sequence of elements in Amorite, Ugaritic,
Phoenician, and South Arabic sentence names is the following:
there is no fixed and rigid structural pattern of sequence for the
position of the two elements of nominal and verbal sentence
names in these West and South Semitic languages. There are
certain preferred positions, but there is no definitive pattern.31
We must turn our attention next to the sequence of elements
in Hebrew sentence names. Noth has shown that in Hebrew
onomastica the more common sequence of elements in nominal
sentence names is subject-predicate with a ratio of 2:r over
against the predicate-subject sequence. With regard to verbal
sentence names there is also no fixed and rigid pattern. In
names which have a perfect-predicate there is no change from
a subject-perfect sequence during the time of the united and
divided monarchy to a perfect-subject sequence in post-exilic
times. It is noteworthy, however, that in names with an
imperfect-predicate—to which ne: seems to correspond most
closely—the more common word order is imperfect-subject. On
the other hand, Noth lists a number of Hebrew names with the
sequence of subject-imperfect : from the time of David rqr.i ,m ;
the divided kingdom trip.:'n;,
n(+)p,1(n)7; the exile
=Ng:1m, =,70(n)±,
n(,)p:i(n)7.32 The pattern of this group
of names is the following: (r) The first element acts as subject
and contains the name of a deity or a theophorous element,
and (2) the second element contains the predicate in the form
of an imperfect verb. The syntactical structure of =17i: 110
corresponds to these Hebrew names. Examples of personal
sentence names with the same syntactical structure are also
31 It has been suggested that the seqence of the two elements in
sentences in Proto-Semitic may not have been fixed; see Brockelmann,
op. cit., p. 17o, No. 92; W. von Soden, Grundriss der akkadischen Grammatik (Rome, 1952), No. 13ob.
32 Noth, op. cit., pp. 18-21, 28; Lindblom, A Study on the Immanuel
Section of Isaiah, p. 9, cites these names as examples for what he calls
"composed nominal sentence" names. This is, however, misleading
for the two-element nominal sentence names have a nominal predicate,
which is not an inflected verb, while these names contain a predicate
which consists of an inflected verb.
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attested in Amorite,33 Ugaritic,34 and Phoenician 35 texts.
This evidence makes possible a reassessment of a number of
linguistic and syntactical arguments which have been proposed
with regard to the character of the syntactical structure of the
name vit: itso and its translation. First, Kohler's assumption
that the fixed rule of predicate-subject for the simple clause in
Hebrew syntax applies also for the sequence of word order in
names is shown to be erroneous both on account of Hebrew
and of Amorite, Ugaritic, Phoenician, etc., sentence names.
There are preferred positions of elements, but there is no fixed
predicate-subject sequence. As regards Hebrew verbal sentence names we have indicated the development in the sequence
of elements from the subject-predicate to the predicatesubject sequence, neither of which, however, is at any time
exclusive and absolute. Thus Kohler's argument that the only
possible syntactical structure of wit: -p is a "nackter Relativsatz" has lost its linguistic basis on account of Hebrew and
other West Semitic onomastica. In addition, C. Brockelmann
has pointed out that the normal sequence of verb-subject in
the Hebrew sentence can be reversed for the sake of placing
emphasis on the subject." Secondly, Lindblom's contention
that vitti: itstO is a "composed nominal sentence" 37 in which the
first element is the subject and the second element a "verbal
sentence forming the predicate" must be rejected as a too
hypothetical construction. If Lindblom's hypothesis were
correct, it would be without parallel as far as the present
evidence is concerned. The difficulty of conceiving mit: titan
as a "composed nominal sentence" name becomes even greater,
Huffmon, op. cit., pp. 63-86.
Grondahl, op. cit., pp. 39, 40, 42.
35 Z. S. Harris, A Grammar of the Phoenician Language (New Haven,
1936), pp. 1o6, 138, 15o.
36 Brockelmann, op. cit., II, 17o-172, Nos. 92-97.
37 There are "one element nominal sentences" in Semitic languages
according to Brockelmann, op, cit., II, 35-41, but they are not joined
to a verbal sentence for they consist of weakened emotional expressions. If such expressions are joined with another element they are
then "two element nominal sentences."
33

36
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when one is reminded that the predicate in nominal sentence
names is not an inflected verbal form. But this is exactly the
case with
which is admittedly a Qal imperfect. The
Hebrew examples cited by Lindblom in support of his hypothesis are the very names which Noth has correctly described
as verbal sentence names.38 Thus these Hebrew names do not
support but militate against Lindblom's view. Thirdly, it has
become apparent that there are no grammatical or syntactical
reasons which militate against taking wtti: ikttO as a verbal
sentence name with the regular syntactical structure of its
two normal elements—a noun and a verb—in the sequence of
subject-imperfect. This conclusion is supported from the
evidence of comparative Semitic names. Among the Amorite,
Ugaritic, and Phoenician personal names there are verbal sentence names which have an identical syntactical structure.
Amorite and Ugaritic personal names may throw some
additional light upon the semantic value of the Qal imperfect
element n11e7. Huffmon points out that among Amorite verbal
sentence names the West Semitic root twb is "very productive
of name elements." 39 The Hebrew root Mb of which y aid) is
the Qal imperfect derives from the Common Semitic root twb."
There are seventeen verbal sentence names from Mari, four
names from Alalakh VII,41 and two from Chagar Bazar, which
have one element derived from the root §b (*twb)." According
to Huffmon fifteen of these Amorite verbal sentence names
contain the Yaqtul G imperfect form:
From Mari :

Y cl-§u-ba-an,Ya-§u-bi-im,Ya-§u-uba-§ctr, Ya4u-ub-AN, Ya-§u-ub-al-puu11,

Supra, n. 32.
Huffmon, op. cit., pp. 69, 7o.
4 ° L. Kohler and W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in V eteris Testamenti
Libros (Leiden, 1958), P. 951.
41 D. J. Wiseman, "Alalakh," in Archaeology and Old Testament
Study, ed. D. W. Thomas (Oxford, 1967), p. 120, dates Alalakh VII
to C. 1720-1650 B.C.
42 Huffmon, op. cit., pp. 69, n. 40, 266.
38
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Ya-ku-ub-ciDa-gctn, Y a4u-ub-ya-haad, Ya su ub li im, Y a-§u-ub-na-ar ,
Ya-fit-ub-c1Mct-[ ], Y a-ht-ub-a[ ],
Y a-b,t-u[b-]
From Alalakh VII:
From Chagar Bazar:

Y ct-§u-[u]b-ra-pi, Y a4u-ub-[AN?]
Y a4u-ub-clim 43

Grondahl has collected ten Ugaritic personal sentence names
in which one element is a form of the Common Semitic root
twb." Of these the Yaqtul G imperfect in the verbal sentence
name Y
46 is of importance because of its analogy to
the second element of the Hebrew name under discussion. Two
observations are in order: (I) The great majority 46 of these
Amorite and Ugaritic names have as their second element
either the name of a divinity,47 a theophorous element, or a
hypocoristic suffix." This is significant in view of the fact that
the oldest written evidence at hand for the Common Semitic
root twb (Hebrew sub) appears in these Amorite verbal sentence
names and connects this root almost exclusively with an
element of a theophorous nature. The same observation must
be made with regard to those Ugaritic sentence names which
contain a form of the root twb in one of the elements. Grammarians of comparative Semitics have observed that the semantic
43 Ibid., p. 266; for additional examples see Bauer, Die Ostkanaander
(Leipzig, 1926), pp. 26, 3o, and idem, "Neues Material zur `AmoriteeFrage," Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft, IV (1928-29), 8.
44 Grondahl, op. cit., p. zoo.
46 Ibid., pp. 42, 63.
46 Exceptions among the Amorite names are the defective Ya-k-u[b-], the second element of which is unknown, and Su-ub-na-lu-u which
has the precative -na- and -lu-u of uncertain meaning, Huffmon, op.
cit., pp. 224, 266. Among the Ugaritic names there are three names
which have unexplained elements, Grondahl, op. cit., pp. 110, 153, 200.
47 Huffmon, op. Cit., pp. 172, 226, 243; Grondahl, op. cit., p. 42.
48 Huffmon, op. cit., p. 210, considers yabad = "(the) unique (one)"
as a theophorous or appellative element and rapi = "healer" as a
"theophorous ? element," p. 264. A hypocoristic suffix is present in
Ya-k-ba-an and with mimation in Ya-k-bi-im, pp. 136, 132.
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category to which the root twb belongs "describes a change of
condition or transition from one situation to the opposite
one." 49 The meaning of the root twb is thus commonly given as
"turn, return." 50 The close connection of the forms of the root
twb and the theophorous character of the other element in
these earliest personal verbal sentence names gives additional
support to the conclusion reached by W. L. Holladay that the
appearances of the root sub in the Amorite personal names—
now the Ugaritic personal names may be added—"are
involved with 'religious' return . . . . " n This may throw light
upon the semantic value of y ci§ilb in the name of Isaiah's son.
It gives additional support to the argument that a return to
Yahweh, i.e., a religious return rather than a physical return
from exile, is indicated. One difference, of course, is that in
the Amorite and Ugaritic names a divinity is to return to man,
while in the name of Isaiah's son a return on the part of a
remnant is envisioned. (2) The sequence of elements in all
the Amorite and Ugaritic names with a verbal form of twb is
predicate-subject ; the name vitt): -10 exhibits the subjectpredicate sequence of elements. This does not need to present
difficulties, because as noted above not only Hebrew but also
Amorite, Ugaritic, and Phoenician verbal sentence names
appear with either sequence of elements. This being the case,
one should be careful not to conclude on the basis of the
observation that since the subject is contained in the first
element the term "remnant" must therefore be understood as
an ominous threat.52 On the other hand, it would be equally
wrong to say that both elements are of equal significance."
The position of elements, i.e., the sequence of subject-verb,
49 S. Moscati, ed., An Introduction to the Comparative Grammar of
Semitic Languages (Porta Linguarum Orientalium, VI; Wiesbaden,
1964), p. 189, No. 16.133; cf. von Soden, op. cit., No. 1o4; Grondahl,
op. cit., p. 63, 11. 291.
5° Huffmon, op. cit., p. 266; Grondahl, op. cit., p. 200.
91 Holladay, op. cit., p. 9.
92 For those who follow this line of reasoning, see supra, n. 5.
63
Lindblom, op. cit., p. 242: ". . . both terms are equally significant."
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has importance, because it places emphasis on the subject."
This study has attempted to reassess the linguistic arguments that have been brought to bear on our understanding of
the syntactical structure of the name =10.7 its) and its translation with the aid of all applicable evidence of Semitic onomastica, especially the West Semitic evidence of the recently
published Amorite and Ugaritic personal names. It has become apparent that the syntactical structure of the name of
Isaiah's oldest son is neither a "nackter Relativsatz" nor a
"composed nominal sentence." It has also been shown that
there is no linguistic and syntactical basis for the contention
that the first element, i.e., the term "remnant," must be
understood as a mere ominous threat without any hopeful
content. The similarities and parallels of the syntactical structure of the name nt,.: itp, with the syntactical structure of the
sentence names of Hebrew, Amorite, and Ugaritic onomastica
led to the conclusion that this name is a verbal sentence name
with a subject-predicate sequence of elements. This conclusion,
based on linguistic and syntactical considerations,55 strongly
supports the translation of =111,,, its, with "A-Remnant-ShallReturn," placing emphasis on the italicized "remnant."
Supra, n. 36.
For an evaluation of the possibilities of translating Hebrew
imperfect names with a jussive, see the cautions and warnings of J. J.
Stamm, "Hebraische Ersatznamen," in Studies in Honor of B. Landsberger (" Assyriological Studies," No. 16; Chicago, 1965), pp. 414, 415.
54
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EGYPTIAN REFERENCES
TO THE EDOMITE DEITY QAUS
B. ODED
Haifa University College, Haifa, Israel

A topographical list of Ramesses II at Karnak I contains
four names prefixed by the consonants q and g (Nos. 7, II, 13,
21) and one prefixed by the letters q and t (No. 8). This group
of names is also inscribed in a list of Ramesses III at MedinetHabu (Nos. 85, 89, zoo, IoI, 1o3).2 S. Yeivin suggests 3 that
these names "compounded with a prefixed q3w.§" refer to
"five ethnic names of five Kushite clans, each characterized by
a different suffixed clan-name." 4 In my opinion it is more
likely that the words under discussion are theophorous names
prefixed by the divine name tiv (Qos ; Assyrian Qau§), the
name of the Edomite national deity. 5 This interpretation is
based on the following arguments :
(1) It is not possible to indentify the prefix q-glt with the
ethnic name teen since, on the one hand, this word is written
in the Egyptian documents as K(w)§(w) and, on the other hand,
the West-Semitic consonant z is not normally represented in
Egyptian literature as q.6 The Egyptian g usually represents
to or but it may also represent the West-Semitic consonant
1 J. Simons, Handbook for the Study of Egyptian Topographical Lists
Relating to Western Asia (Leiden, 2937), p. 158 ; W. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu Vorderasien im 3. and 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr.
(Wiesbaden, 1962), pp. 220, 221.
2 Simons, op. cit., pp. 168, 169.
3 S. Yeivin, "The Five Kushite Clans in Canaan," 'A tiqot, III (1961),
176-180.
4 Ibid., p. 277.
5 On Qos-Qaug see Th. C. Vriezen, Oudtestamentische Studien, XIV
(1965), 331-353.
6 Yeivin tries to explain this difficulty by assuming that "the different signs may even have been used intentionally to differentiate
between this Asiatic clIn and the Kush of Egyptian texts, namely
(originally), the southern part of Nubia," Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177.
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0.7 Yeivin bases his interpretation on the assumption of a
similarity between q3wg3n3rwm (according to Yeivin's transcription of Ramesses II, No. r3; Ramesses III, No. 89) and
"Cushan (Rishathaim, the King of) Aram (Naharaim)," saying : "The biblical parallel . . . makes it quite clear that, in spite
of the consistent use of q and .in the prefix, the latter is most
probably to be transcribed as ttAn (=Kush)." 8 Unfortunately,
the Biblical "Cushan Rishathaim" is still enigmatic and subject to an abundance of old and modern interpretations.9
Moreover, it is very doubtful whether one should read nim and
not Cll. As Yeivin himself says : "it would be highly surprising
to find Aramean admixtures thus far in the SW, especially at
this early date." 10
(2) Seir, that is Edom (Gn 36), is mentioned in the inscriptions of Ramesses II and Ramesses III,'" and there is clear
7 See Helck, op. cit., pp. 568 (Nos. 189, 192), 569 (No. 209), 59o, 591.
We have no explanation for the variants qa, qu(q3w), and qi (cf. the
Assyrian Qau.O. However, there is nothing in this to refute my argument. The "syllabic orthography" used by the Egyptians for foreign
words and names is still a subject of controversy. See lately K. A.
Kitchen, BiOr, , XXVI (1969), 198-202.
8 Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177.
9 See e.g., E. Taeubler, "Cushan-Rishathaim," HCU A , XX ( 1 947),
137-142; A. Malamat, "Cushan Rishathaim and the Decline of the Near
East Around 1200 B.C.," JNES, XIII (1954), 231-242.
" Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177, n. 19. Since the assumed parallel of
q3w:s3n3rwm with tfltiltIM is used by Yeivin as a starting point
for establishing the identity of Qau§ with triD we are not convinced
that "it makes little difference whether we read this name as 131N- pro
or t113-17715." Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177. "Aram" (p3'rm) is explicitly
mentioned in an inscription of Amenophis III (ca. 1406-1370), see
E. Edel, Die Ortsnamenlisten aus dem Totentempel Amenophis
"Bonner Biblische Beitrage," XXV (1966), 28, 29.
11 W. F. Albright, "The Oracles of Balaam," JBL, LXIII (1944),
228-231; B. Grdseloff, "Edom, d'apres les sources egyptiennes," Revue
de l'histoire juive en Egypte, I (1947), 69-99; Kitchen, "Some New Light
on the Asiatic Wars of Ramesses II," JEA1 , L (1964), 47-7o. The view
that one should make a distinction between the land of Seir and the
land of Edom contradicts the established tradition of Gn 36 (cf. J. R.
Bartlett, "The Land of Seir and the Brotherhood of Edom," JThS, XX
[1969], 1-2o). In any case, this distinction does not contradict the
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"evidence for the activity of Ramesses II (or at least of his
forces) in both Edom and Moab." 12 Edom is explicitly mentioned in Papyrus Anastasi VI, of the late igth Dynasty.13
Archaeological findings in Transjordan 14 have vindicated the
assumption that the Edomites were already in southern
Transjordan during the reign of Ramesses II. Hence it is not
surprising to find a reference to the Edomite deity in the
inscriptions of Ramesses II and Ramesses III.
(3) The interpretation of the five names as representing five
chiefs or clans 15 accords with the information in the Egyptian
sources, relating to the way of life and social organization of
the dwellers in the land of Seir/Edom. Papyrus Harris I mentions "the people of Seir among the Bedouin tribes" 16 and an
Egyptian frontier official reports to his lord thus : "[We] have
finished letting the Bedouin tribes (.C.3.sw) of Edom pass the
fortress (of) Mer-ne-Ptah." 17 It follows that "the Edomites
were partly sedentary . . . but still nomadic enough to abandon
their homes in or near Seir and seek refuge in Egypt during a
severe drought . . . the Egyptians regarded the peoples of Seir
as still essentially nomadic." 18
The name q3z.v§373(3 (according to Yeivin's transcription of
Ramesses II, No. 7 ; Ramesses III, No. 102) 19 is a semantic
equivalent of '7X1171 one of the chiefs mentioned in the genealogical list of Esau (Gn 36:17). The second element Ra-`a is
probably equivalent to the Semitic word ny'61 roceit, namely,
evidence that Ramesses II or his forces were in south Transjordan.
See infra, n. 12.
12 Kitchen, JEA, L (1964), 67.
13 J. B. Pritchard, ANET, p. 259.
14 N. Glueck, The Other Side of the Jordan (New Haven, 194o),
PP. 145-149.
15 Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177.
16 ANET, p. 262.
17 Ibid., p. 259.
18 Albright, op. cit., p. 229. Also Grdseloff states: "Ainsi vers 1200
avant J. C. les EdOmites du Mont Seir habitent encore sous la tente . . .
leur organisation particulariste en clans independants les uns des
autres." Grdseloff, op. cit., p. 88.
12 Simons: q-g-r-c; Helck : qa-ga-ra-ca.
4
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"shepherd, herdsman," 20 which accords with the pastoral life
of Edom.
On the basis of this evidence we may reasonably assume that
the names under discussion represent Edomite chiefs or clans,21
each one bearing a name composed of the theophoric
To sum up : there are good reasons for considering the prefixes q-./t as naming the divine deity nip. From Egyptian
documents we may infer that the Egyptians were active in
south Transjordan against Edomite tribes, which is another
good reason for assuming that the five names in question are
theophorous names of Edomite chiefs or clans.
Yeivin, op. cit., p. 177.
Compare with the term 'a//i2/, (Gn 36) which stands for clan or
group. See E. A. Speiser, Genesis (New York, 1962), p. 282.
20
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AN UNRECOGNIZED VASSAL KING
OF BABYLON IN THE EARLY ACHAEMENID PERIOD
WILLIAM H. SHEA
Port-of-Spain, Trinidad, West Indies

Introduction,*
One by one the problems posed by the changes in the royal
title used in the legal and economic texts from Babylonia
during the Achaemenid period have been resolved through the
studies of several investigators. Cameron connected the elimination of the designation "King of Babylon" from the titulary
with Xerxes' reaction to the revolts of Bel-shimanni and
Shamash-eriba.1 This change in Xerxes' title occurred in his 5th
year, and from that time on to the end of Achaemenid control
over Babylonia, "King of Lands" was the standard title used
in the economic documents of all of his successors. Dubber* The following abbreviations are used in this article in addition to
those listed on the back cover : A = Asiatic collection in the Oriental
Institute at the University of Chicago; A nOr = Analecta Orientalia;
BE = The Babylonian Expedition of the University of Pennsylvania.
Series A: Cuneiform Texts; BM = British Museum; BR = San Nicolo,
M., Babylonische Rechts-Urkunden des ausgehenden 8. und des 7.
J ahrhunderts v. Chr. . (1951); BRLM = Babylonian Records in the Library
of f. Pierpont Morgan (1912, 1913); CCK =Wiseman, D. J., Chronicles
of Chaldean Kings (1956); MAOG = Mitteilungen der altorientalischen
Gesellschaft; NBRVT = Kriickmann, 0., Neubabylonische Rechts- und
V erwaltungs-texte (1933); NT = Nippur Text; PDBC = Parker, R. A.
and W. H. Dubberstein, Babylonian Chronology 626 B.C.-A
75
(1956); PHB = Brinkman, J. A., A Political History of Post-Kassite
Babylonia 1158-722 B.C. (1968); SANET = The Ancient Near East:
Supplementary Texts and Pictures Relating to the Old Testament, ed. by
J. B. Pritchard (1969); SSB = Kugler, F. X., Sternkunde und Sterndienst in Babel (1907-1935); TCL XII-XIII = Contenau, G., Contrats
Neo-Babyloniens (1927-1929); UET IV = Figulla, H. H., Ur Excavations, Texts IV (1949); VAS = Vorderasiatische Schriftdenkmeller
(1907-1917).
G. G. Cameron, "Darius and Xerxes in Babylonia," AJSL, LVIII

(1941), 324.
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stein clarified the matter of the titles on the tablets that point
out the existence of a coregency between Cyrus and Cambyses.2 The accession of Darius I and the events connected with
it present an especially complex problem in this period. While
studies on this subject continue,3 Poebel's collection of the
economic texts dated to Bardiya, Nebuchadrezzar III,
Nebuchadrezzar IV, and Darius' accession year 4 remains the
most extensive and useful correlation of these texts with
the events chronicled in the Behistun inscription. Poebel's
texts are listed by both date and royal title, and the importance
of the addition of the title "King of Babylon" to Bardiya's
titulary is stressed in his work.5
Although the number of texts available that are dated to
the rival claimants to the throne mentioned above is not large,
and there are some exceptions to the rule in the use of their
titulary, it still is clear from the data collected by Cameron,
Poebel, and Goetze 6 that the standard title the Babylonian
scribes used in dating documents to them all was "King of
Babylon, King of Lands." It is also clear from the large corpus
of materials available that "King of Babylon, King of Lands"
was the standard titulary used in the economic documents
throughout the reigns of Cyrus, Cambyses, and Darius I with
but one significant exception. The one exception is the change
in the titulary that took place early in the reign of Cyrus. The
documentation for this problem in the titulary is presented
2 W. H. Dubberstein, "The Chronology of Cyrus and Cambyses,"
AJSL, LV (1938), 417-419.
3 R. T. Hallock, "The 'One Year' of Darius I," JNES, XIX (196o),
36-39.
4 A. Poebel, "The Duration of the Reign of Smerdis, the Magian, and
the Reigns of Nebuchadnezzar III and Nebuchadnezzar IV," AJSL,
LVI (1939), 121-145.
5 Ibid., pp. 122-126.
6 Ibid., p. 123; Cameron, op. cit., p. 235. "There is at Yale a group of
[17] texts [dated to Nebuchadrezzar IV] . . . giving the king the title
kir Babili u matati." A. Goetze, "Additions to Parker and Dubberstein's
Babylonian Chronology," JNES, III (1944), 45.
7 One part of this corpus of texts is discussed in the forthcoming
Part III of this article.
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below. This interesting and little-noted transition in the royal
title at the end of Cyrus' 1st regnal year in Babylon is the first
line of cuneiform evidence offered in support of the hypothesis
proposed here—that a king vassal to Cyrus occupied the throne
in Babylon for a short time after the Persian conquest. The
second line of evidence discussed—a re-examination of the
Nabonidus Chronicle—is complementary to the first, for it is
suggested here that the resolution of the problem of the political implications of the early change in Cyrus' titulary may be
found in that document when a few minor misinterpretations
are corrected.
I. The General Evidence from the Economic Texts
To gain an understanding of the significance of the royal
titles in the texts of the Achaemenid period, it is worthwhile
to review the precedents in scribal practice in this regard. This
involves a survey of the titulary in the Babylonian economic
texts through the better part of the first millennium B.C. A
preliminary survey of this type is presented here to emphasize
the nature of the evidence in the study of the early Achaemenid titulary that follows. The titles dealt with in this section
are taken from legal, administrative, economic, and some
religious (offering) texts from the large corpus known of
ordinary, everyday Neo-Babylonian business documents. The
royal titles in the business documents customarily appear in
the date formula that is usually found at the end of the text.
These titles contrast to some extent with the more expansive
and laudatory titles employed in the royal inscriptions. Various titles of the king are attested in the royal inscriptions
for centuries during which the Babylonian scribes simply used
the title "King" (§arru/LuGAL) after the personal name of
the monarch mentioned in the business documents. According
to the evidence currently available, it was not until the middle
of the 8th century that any of the other royal titles came into
use in the economic texts. From that point on, the titulary and
the changes it underwent serve us as useful pieces of historical
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information that help, at times, to determine or confirm some
aspects of the political situation. The observations made here
on the use of the royal titles in the first millennium B.c. are
naturally quite tentative. More final conclusions on the subject
must await the appearance of further relevant texts that are
known but not yet published, and possibly the recovery of
more such texts from the Near East.
At the outset we are confronted with the perennial problem
of the chance survival and recovery of the materials, for documentation of this type from the early part of the first millennium is very sparse. In spite of the comprehensive nature of
his examination of the sources, Brinkman was able to collect
only two legal texts and fourteen administrative texts that
date from the middle of the iith century to the middle of the
8th century (before Nabonassar).8 However, the documentation that we do have points out the fact that the standard title
in the business documents through this period, where attested,
was simply "King"—written either LUGAL or ix GALE, but never
LUGAL Eki. 9 An interesting exception in this group is the title
from a legal text that comes from the end of the gth century.
It is known from a Neo-Babylonian copy recovered in the
excavations at Nippur (4 NT 3). The tablet bears the title
"King of the Lands of Sumer and Akkad," written LUGAL
PHB, p. 7.
Ibid., pp. 97, 116, 123, 224, etc. The problem of when and how Eki
came into use as a designation for Babylon is of some interest here as a
peripheral part of the subject under study. Brinkman suggests that
"This formula . . . was handed down from the economic text tradition
of the Kassite period and probably derived ultimately from a misunderstanding of LUGAL.E in the date formulae of the Old Babylonian period.
LUGAL.E continued to be used as an epithet for Babylonian kings
down into the early days of the Chaldean dynasty, when the NeoBabylonian scribes seem to have reinterpreted E as a geographical
name referring to Babylon and to have added the determinative as
behind it. . . . When E first came to stand for 'Babylon' is uncertain,
but the adding of the determinative seems to have originated in the
late seventh century." In n. 1021 Brinkman notes that Ekl is first
attested in a text from Borsippa dated to the first year of Nebuchadrezzar II. Ibid., pp. 167, 168.
8

9
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KUR.KUR fu-me-ri is ak-kad-i.1° The title is a very old one,
of course, but its appearance in the titulary of a legal text here
is unusual, and the form in which it is written is not the most
common. The writing resembles that of the title commonly
used later, "King of Lands" (LUGAL KUR.KUR), which may
have influenced the copyist.
The first statistically significant group of texts available
comes from the reign of Nabonassar (7v-734). It consists of
18 administrative texts (BRLM 4-21) that date from year one
to 14. Long ago Kugler noted that the title "King of Babylon"
came into use in the business documents for the first time with
these texts." This is not to say, however, that it came into
standard use at that time. Actually, only one (BRLM ro) of
the 18 texts contains this title in its complete form of LUGAL
TIN.TIRk2. One other text (BRLM 2o) has essentially the same
thing, lacking only the determinative xi. These are the only
texts in the group that use the title "King of Babylon." Of the
remaining texts, the title LUGAL is found in ten, four more have
LUGAL.E, and in two the personal name of the king is written
without any accompanying title. The few administrative texts
from the brief reign of Tiglath-pileser III on the Babylonian
throne (728-727) are similar to the preceding texts in that the
title "King of Babylon" is not used in them. They customarily
use the king's name in the date formula without any royal title
(TCL XII, 1-3).
Unfortunately, the survey of the titles from the texts of
Merodach-baladan II presented here is incomplete, These
remarks are based upon information from only one-third of
the i8 business documents known from his reign.12 However,
10 Ibid., p. 207.
SSB, II. Buch, 11. Teil, 2. Heft, p. 403.
wish to acknowledge here that I am deeply indebted to Professor
J. A. Brinkman for the use of his unpublished bibliography of the
Babylonian economic texts from the period 721-626 B.C. His future
publication of these materials will undoubtedly shed considerable
illumination on this portion of ancient Near Eastern history. The
statistics of comparison here and elsewhere in Part I of this study
are based upon that bibliography.
11

12 I
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it does appear that his reign was a very important juncture in
terms of the transitions in the titulary, for the data suggest
that it was during his reign that the title "King of Babylon"
came into regular use in the economic texts. Five of the six
texts surveyed apply that title to him. The title from the other
text is cited by Brinkman,13 and since it comes from the period
after the Assyrians had expelled Merodach-baladan from
Babylon, it naturally differs from the titles in the texts that
were written while he ruled there. Perhaps the most important
text in the Merodach-baladan group in this respect is the first
one (BM 98562). It is dated to the 17th day of the 8th month of
his 1st year and it carries the title "King of Babylon" (LUGAL
TIN.TIRki) .14 The reason for this change in the titulary is not clear.
Possibly the texts took up the title at this time to stress Merodach-baladan's claim to the throne, since he was not a legitimate successor to Shalmaneser V, or perhaps it came into use
to emphasize the contrast between him and the two Assyrian
kings who occupied the throne of Babylon just before him.
One of the texts that turned up in the recent excavations at
Nippur contains a title that is very pertinent at this point. It
is dated to the 24th day of the 6th month in the accession year
of Sargon II, and the titulary in the text is "King of Babylon,"
written LUGAL KA.DINGIR.RAki (2 NT 280).15 Aside from the
13 "UET 4 206 (= UET I 261) is dated lr-X, year 22 of [Mar]duk-apla-iddina, may ri-du-tu. Mar (bit) ridati in both Assyria and
Babylonia ordinarily denotes the crown prince of the ruling monarch,
but there is no question of that meaning here. The twenty-second year
of Merodach-baladan (if we count consecutively from his first official
regnal year in 721) would fall in 700, the year of his last stand in the
south against Sennacherib. A possible interpretation might be advanced
that the people of Ur, though realizing that Merodach-baladan no
longer legitimately bore the title king (since 703), still wished to append
some royal title after the name of the individual so long in charge of
their city and chose this anomalous designation rather than that of
king." Brinkman, Merodach-baladan II," Studies Presented to A. Leo
Oppenheim (Chicago, 1964), p. 16.
14 I am indebted to Professor D. J. Wiseman for supplying me with
the title from this tablet in a letter dated Dec. ro, 1969.
14 Brinkman kindly called this tablet and its title to my attention.
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rarity of such documents dated to Sargon, the titulary in this
text is rather unique. It is the only case that was encountered
in this study of the titularies of the Babylonian business
documents from the 8th and 7th centuries in which the
Assyrian king directly carries the title to the Babylonian
throne. In addition, the form of the name used for Babylon
in the titulary is quite unusual in this context. The name
of Babylon in these titularies is most frequently written
TIN.TIRki, and Eki is fairly Common, but KA.DINGIR.RAki is
rarely used in this connection in Neo-Babylonian texts. It is
more commonly employed in the royal inscriptions, especially
those from Assyria.
Very few texts are known from the four short reigns between
Sargon II and Sennacherib. However, Bel-ibni, Ashur-nadinshumi, and Mushezib-Marduk are represented by at least one
text each in which they carry the title "King of Babylon." The
problems involved in the relationship of Sennacherib and
Esarhaddon to Babylon and the kingship there lie outside the
scope of this study. In passing, we can only observe the titles
used by the Babylonian scribes who wrote the business documents of that era. The title "King of Babylon" is conspicuous
by its absence from these texts, but the problem of a relative
scarcity of materials occurs again in this period. Only three
texts of this type are known from the time of Sennacherib, and
the titles of the two that were checked both refer to him as
"King of Assyria." Texts dated to Esarhaddon are a bit more
plentiful. As in the case of Sennacherib, two of these texts use
the title "King of Assyria," but five more simply have "King."
An additional interesting and significant title occurs in an
unpublished text in the Oriental Institute (A 3674) that is
dated to the 8th year of Esarhaddon. Although the first sign of
the title is damaged, it is evident that the title in the text is
"King of Lands" (LUGAL KUR.KUR). This is the earliest instance
recognized in this study in which this designation is used in the
titulary of a Babylonian business document.
The accession of Sham ash-shum-ukin to the throne of Baby-
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lon begins a new period in terms of the study of this subject, for
this is the first reign from which a fairly large number of texts
are available to document the titulary. Excluding the texts
with illegible titles, one-half of the texts known from his reign
were checked (4o out of 8o). Geographically speaking, the
majority of these 4o texts come from Babylon and Borsippa,
but Ur, Uruk, and Nippur are also adequately represented
among them. Chronologically the texts range from his 2d to
his loth year. Since "King of Babylon" is the only title found
in the date formulae of all 4o of the texts that were checked, we
have a fairly clear picture of the titulary used for him. From
this it may be concluded that the standard titulary used for
Shamash-shum-ukin in the economic texts from the various
cities of Babylonia throughout the period when he controlled
them was "King of Babylon." 16
Almost zoo business documents are known from the reign of
Kandalanu, and one-fourth of them were surveyed for their
titularies. In general, these titles are similar to those in the
Shamash-shum-ukin texts. Twenty-one of the Kandalanu
texts checked have the titulary "King of Babylon," the title
is damaged and illegible in two more, and one text does not
have any title written after the king's name. However, all of
these titles are found in texts that come from Babylon or
Borsippa. Only 14 of the zoo texts from Kandalanu's reign are
definitely known to come from any other location than
Babylon and its neighboring cities, and they all come from
Uruk. Almost all of these texts from Uruk are unpublished;
consequently Kandalanu's title in the economic texts from
that site is not well known. It is significant, however, that the
Uruk texts are dated all the way through his reign; as Dubberstein observes, "Other texts show Kandalanu the recognized
ruler of Uruk from his second to his twenty-first year." 17 At
any rate, it may safely be said that the economic texts from
16 For his period of control over them see Dubberstein, "AssyrianBabylonian Chronology (669-612 B.C.)," JNES, III (1944), 38, 39.
17 Ibid., p. 39.
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the cities of the north regularly apply the standard titulary
"King of Babylon" to him.
The problem of the Uruk texts of Kandalanu is related to
the matter of the texts that are dated to Ashurbanipal. These
texts can be divided into two groups on the basis of which
Babylonian king they are contemporary with, Shamash-shumukin or Kandalanu. The first group of Ashurbanipal texts,
those contemporary with the reign of Shamash-shum-ukin,
can be subdivided further using the point at which war broke
out between Babylonia and Assyria as the dividing line. Only
five Babylonian business documents are known that are dated
to Ashurbanipal during the first 15 years he ruled in Assyria.
The first two are dated to his accession year and his 5th year,"
but they are unpublished so the titularies used in them are not
known. The next text comes from Ashurbanipal's 8th year
(2 NT 282), but unfortunately the title is illegible. Surprisingly
enough, the last two texts from this early period come from
Babylon itself." One is dated to his 8th year and the other to
his gth, and the royal title in both of them is simply "King"
(LUGAL). These five texts are the only ones known from the
early period of documents dated to Ashurbanipal—texts are
rare and titles even rarer.
War broke out in the 16th year of Shamash-shum-ukin (the
17th year of Ashurbanipal),20 and the flow of texts dated to
Ashurbanipal begins to increase shortly thereafter, which
gives evidence of the Assyrian conquests in the south. Texts
begin to appear regularly about his 18th year. Because of the
importance of the titles in these texts, they are presented in
tabular form below. The first one-third of the texts in this list
are contemporary with the last years of Shamash-shum-ukin,
the remainder parallel Kandalanu. The list lacks about a
dozen known Ashurbanipal texts, but most of these are
unpublished and consequently their titularies are not available
to be included here.
p. 44.

18 Goetze, op. cit.,
20 Dubberstein, op.

cit., p. 39.

18 MAOG,

III :1-2

(1927), 33, 34•
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TABLE I
ROYAL TITLES FROM THE
ECONOMIC TEXTS OF ASHURBANIPAL

Reference
BR 53
RA XV 83
BM 113929
BR 13
BM 113928
AnOr IX 4
2 NT 286
AnOr IX 13
4 NT 19
BE VIII I
2 NT 288
2 NT 289
TC.L. XII 5
BR 58
2 NT 342
NBRVT 2/3 132
BR 24
BR 59
UET IV 23
BE VIII 159

Month Day Provenience

Year
i8
19
19

VI
III
III
I
I
XII
XII
I

20
20
20
2I
22
22
26
28
31
31

34
36
36
36
32 +

X

X
VIII
VII
XII
VII
I
VI
—
XII
I
II

21
14
23
20

29
1
25
20

8
—
to
g
26
15
27
17
—
15
26
—

Uruk
Uruk
Uruk
Uruk
Ur
Uruk
Nippur
Uruk
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Nippur
Ur
Nippur

Title

King of Lands
King of Lands
King of Lands
name only
King of Lands
King of Lands
King of Assyria
King of Lands
King of Lands
title damaged
King of Lands
King of the World
King of Assyria
King of Lands
name only
King of the World
title damaged
King of Lands
King of Lands
King of Lands

The first notable feature of the list is the fact that six of the
first eight texts come from Uruk, but none come from Uruk
after that. Dubberstein's comment on these texts is, "These
documents indicate that Assur-bani-apal held Uruk from the
time of its capture in the spring of 649 until after the final
Assyrian victory in the summer of 648. Thereupon Kandalanu
was appointed king of Babylon, and Uruk remained under his
control until he was succeeded in 626 by Nabopolassar.', 21 At
the time these observations were made, the earliest of these
Uruk texts known to me was BR 13, dated to the 1st month
of Ashurbanipal's loth year. However, from the list we
know of three earlier texts from Uruk, two from his igth year
and another from his i8th. There is also another such text not
21

Ibid., pp. 39, 40.
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included in the list that dates to the zd month of his 18th
year,22 which is four months earlier than the first text listed
above. On the basis of this additional information, it may now
be suggested that Ashurbanipal was already in control of part
(if not all) of southern Babylonia as early as the spring of 651—
less than six months after the war started.23
The transition point at which Ashurbanipal gave Uruk over
to Kandalanu can also be determined a bit more precisely.
Kandalanu's ist regnal year covered the same Babylonian
calendar year as Ashurbanipal's 22d, 647/6.24 The last Uruk
text in the list above is dated to the loth day of the 1st month
of Ashurbanipal's 22d year. The last known Ashurbanipal text
from Uruk is unpublished. It is dated to the 12th day of the
4th month in the same 22d year, but it has not been included
in the list because the titulary in it is not known. The first
published text from the reign of Kandalanu is dated to the 6th
day of the loth month in his 1st year, and it comes from
Babylon (VAS V, 3). However, there is an unpublished Kandalanu text that is dated to the 22d day of the 6th month of
his ist year, and coincidentally it comes from Uruk.25 It would
appear from this information that it was some time after
Kandalanu was already established on the throne of Babylon
—between the 4th and 6th months of his 1st regnal year—
that Uruk changed hands and was added to his realm.
The extent of the territory directly under Kandalanu's rule
beyond Babylon and its neighboring cities is not well known.
Dubberstein points out that "If the evidence of the economic
texts may be trusted, the rule of Kandalanu was somewhat
22 Listed in Brinkman's unpublished bibliography for the period.
23 "War broke out between Babylonia and Assyria on the nineteenth
day, tenth month. sixteenth year of Shamash-shum-ukin's reign
[seventeenth year of Assur-bani-apal], January 2 or 31, 651 B.C."
Dubberstein, op. cit., p. 39. The tablet referred to in n. 22 was written
just three months after the outbreak of the war (II, 15), and the first
tablet in Table I is dated four months after that (VI, 21).
24 Ibid., p. 4o.
25 Both of these references are taken from Brinkman's unpublished
bibliography.
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less extensive than that of Shamash-shum-ukin." 26 Thus far
only Uruk and Nippur have supplied information that is
relevant in this regard. As already noted, Uruk went over to
the rule of Kandalanu not long after the war ended. Nippur, on
the other hand, continued to be connected with the Assyrian
king. The list above and the data discussed from the Kandalanu texts combine to point out the fact that "All known texts
of this period originating at Nippur are dated to Assurbani-apal ; none recognizes Kandalanu." 27 However, Nippur
remained an Assyrian stronghold in Babylonia even for a
number of years after Ashurbanipal's death, so the situation
there is not very useful to us in trying to clarify the relationship
of the rest of central and southern Babylonia to Kandalanu
during his reign.
Assyriological opinion has alternated from time to time as to
whether Ashurbanipal and Kandalanu were two separate
individuals or one and the same with the latter name serving
•as Ashurbanipal's Babylonian throne name. It is readily apparent from the preceding remarks that the interpretation accepted in this study is the one that looks on them as two separate
individuals. Furthermore, it is suggested here that their respective titles in the economic texts add another small piece of
evidence in support of this view. Even though the Ashurbanipal texts and the Kandalanu texts are contemporaneous, they
are quite distinct in several respects : Chronology—there is a
sharp transition point between the two kings in the Uruk
texts; 2) Geography—Nippur is set in contrast with Babylon,
Borsippa, Sippar, and Uruk ; 3) Titulary—the titles of the two
kings are never confused in the texts. The standard title that
Kandalanu regularly carries there is "King of Babylon." Three
different titles are present in the Ashurbanipal texts listed
above, but "King of Babylon" is not one of them. "King of the
World" (say kigatil§t) is found in two titularies, "King of
Assyria" also appears twice, but a dozen texts have the title
26 Dubberstein, op. cit., p. 39.
27

Ibid., p. 4o.
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"King of Lands"—which makes it essentially the standard
titulary used for Ashurbanipal in Babylonia.
The titulary produced by combining the standard titularies
of these two kings is "Kandalanu, King of Babylon, Ashurbanipal, King of Lands," but since this composite title is not
attested in any one text, it can still be argued that the two
names apply to the same individual and that they were used
with their appropriate titles only in the geographic area to
which they pertained. However, the contrast here is considerably more evident when comparison is made with analogic
materials from the Achaemenid period.28 Such a composite
titulary is attested at that time in nine texts dated to year one
of "Cambyses, King of Babylon, Cyrus, King of Lands." In
this case the two names with their respective titles unquestionably represent two individuals. The picture this titulary presents is that of Cyrus the king of the Persian empire as suzerain
with his son Cambyses the king of Babylon vassal to him.
There are also texts from the same year that are dated to each
of them individually. Furthermore, in the cases in which the
same individual held title to both offices, without exception
only one personal name is used with the two titles, i.e., "Cyrus
(Cambyses, Darius, Xerxes), King of Babylon, King of Lands."
It seems reasonable to assume that these titles were used in
essentially the same sense in the 7th century as they were in
the 6th. It is very possible, even probable, that the 6th-century
scribes patterned their use of these titles after the practice of
their predecessors. If this assumption is correct, then the data
from these titularies go a considerable distance toward confirming the idea that Ashurbanipal and Kandalanu were two
different persons. More than this, their titles in the economic
texts may also say something about the relationship between
them. It is well known, especially from the vassal treaties,29
that Esarhaddon's intention was to have his kingdom divided
28 Discussed in Part II of this study that will appear in the next
number of the A USS.
29 D. J. Wiseman, "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon," Iraq, XX
(1958), 1-99; see also SANET, pp. 98-105.
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between Ashurbanipal and Shamash-shum-ukin, with the
Assyrian throne going to the former and the throne of Babylon
to the latter. In practice this arrangement did not work out
well. It culminated in war between them which concluded
with the subjugation of Babylon to Assyria once more. As in
the case of Cyrus and Cambyses, the titles "Ashurbanipal,
King of Lands," and "Kandalanu, King of Babylon" nicely
express the suzerain-vassal relationship between them that
was not necessarily in effect in the previous case of Ashurbanipal and Shamash-shum-ukin. Ashurbanipal's title "King of
Lands" (= king of the Assyrian empire) serves to emphasize
the subordinate position of Kandalanu, a position to which
Ashurbanipal undoubtedly relegated him in the hopes of preventing a repetition of the Shamash-shum-ukin affair.
By way of contrast with Ashurbanipal's title "King of
Lands," the standard title in the Babylonian business documents dated to Ashur-etil-ilani, Sin-shum-lishir, and Sin-sharishkun is simply "King of Assyria." One-half of the dozen
economic texts known, that date to Ashur-etil-ilani, were
checked for this study. The title is damaged in two of these
texts (BE VIII 4,6), and no title is written after the king's
name in one (BR 63), but three texts have "King of Assyria"
(BR 6o, 61, 8o). The one text checked for Sin-shum-lishir (BE
VIII 141) also has "King of Assyria" in the titulary. All seven
of these texts come from Nippur. About 5o Sin-shar-ishkun
texts are known and one-third of them were surveyed for their
titles. Fourteen have the titulary "King of Assyria." Ten of
the texts with this title come from Nippur and the other four
come from Babylon (accession year), Sippar (2d year), and
Uruk (6th and 7th years). Two exceptions to the rule were
encountered. The title "King of the World" appears in an
accession-year text from Sippar (BM 57149) and, interestingly
enough, one Nippur text has Ashurbanipal's old title "King
of Lands" (2 NT 299). Outside of the Ashurbanipal texts and
one text from the time of Esarhaddon, this is the only other
text from the 7th century encountered in this study that
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has the title "King of Lands." The change in the title from
Ashurbanipal to the later Assyrian kings may have come
about because of Assyria's decline at the time. The title
"King of Assyria" could always be used as long as there was
an Assyria, even if the title to an empire ("King of Lands")
was no longer appropriate.
More important for our consideration here is what happened
to the titulary in Babylon, and the point is that it remained
unchanged. A minor problem here is the small gap that occurred between Kandalanu and Nabopolassar. Kandalanu died
sometime between May and November, 627.30 According to the
Chronicle, Nabopolassar "sat upon the throne in Babylon" on
the 26th day of the 8th month, November 22/23 626.31 The
Chronicle refers to this interval with the remark "for one year
there was no king in the land." 32 Three interesting business
documents are known that date to this short period. The
first is dated to the 8th month (day missing) of the 21st year
"after Kandalanu" (BM 36514).33 Obviously, this text was
written after Kandalanu's death in what normally would have
been the accession period of the next king on the throne.
However, since nobody succeeded to the Babylonian throne
in that calendar year it remained simply the period "after
Kandalanu." The part of the line after Kandalanu's name
in this text is broken away, but it probably was not long
enough to include the title "King of Babylon." A similar
text from this same period (BM 40039) 34 is dated a year
later, to the 2d day of the 8th month of the 22d year "after
Kandalanu," or just three and one-half weeks before Nabopolassar ascended the throne. It is interesting to note that Kandalanu's name still carries the title "King of Babylon" with it
in the date formula of this text even though it is posthumous.
° CCK, p. 9o.
Ibid., pp. 7, 93.
32 Ibid., p. 51.
33 Ibid., p. 89 and Pl. XXI.
34 Ibid., p. 89 and Pl. XIX.
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The third text from the interregnum (BM 49656) 35 poses a
different problem. This text comes from the temple records of
Sippar and it is dated to the 22d day of the 6th month in the
accession year of Nabopolassar "King of Babylon." It can
readily be seen that this text calls Nabopolassar the king of
Babylonia two months before the date the Chronicle says that
he sat upon the throne of Babylon. Wiseman's solution to the
problem presented by this text is "that Nabopolassar was
acknowledged king at least at Sippar which had become independent of Assyria before the final battle at Babylon . . . the
recognition of Nabopolassar may have been precipitated by
the necessity for Sippar to take sides in the final phase of the
struggle for Babylon." 36 This date formula with its royal title
provides an important parallel to the problem presented by
the titles in the earliest texts dated to Cyrus.37 An even earlier
text is known from Nabopolassar's reign.38 It is dated to the 2d
month of his accession year, or four months before BM 49656,
but I do not have the titulary from that text.
The really important feature of Nabopolassar's titulary in
the economic texts is the fact that it continues the title "King
of Babylon" passed down from Kandalanu and Shamashshum-ukin. As a matter of fact, the standard titulary for all the
Chaldean kings from Nabopolassar to Nabonidus, attested in
well over 2000 texts, is the same—"King of Babylon." In other
words, aside from the minor problem just discussed, a textual
continuum exists from the beginning of Shamash-shum-ukin's
reign to the end of Nabonidus' reign—a period of almost 130
years (667-539)—with the standard titulary of "King of
Babylon." This fact should be borne in mind when the titulary of Cyrus for 539-537 B.c. is examined in the next section
of this study. Thereafter, from 537 (the zd year of Cyrus) to
481 (the 5th year of Xerxes), it is clear that the standard
35 Ibid., pp. 93,
36 Ibid., p. 93.
37 Discussed in
38

PDBC, p. ii.

94 and Pl. XXI.
a later installment of this paper.
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titulary used in the economic texts was "King of Babylon,
King of Lands." At the end of that period, as has been mentioned in the introduction, the title "King of Babylon" was
dropped from the titulary, which was reduced to "King of
Lands." This title continued in use through the remainder of
the Achaemenid period, and even into the reigns of the first
two kings of Hellenistic times (TCL XIII 247-249). However,
with the breakup of Alexander's kingdom, the pretense to an
empire could no longer be maintained and the title "King of
Lands" was also dropped. The title that appears most commonly in the Babylonian business documents thereafter is "King."
Thus, in essence, the titulary had turned one full cycle from the
8th century when it started out as "King," to the 4th century
when it ended up as "King." Various innovations appear in the
economic texts from Hellenistic times ; accession-year reckoning
disappears from Babylonian usage with Alexander,39 dating to
the Seleucid era begins with Seleucus I, coregencies show up
the Seleucid titularies (A and B, "Kings"), and the title "King
of Kings" was subsequently introduced into the titularies of
the period, but these subjects cannot be treated here since
detailed work on the Seleucid period lies outside the scope of
this investigation.
(To be continued)
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Bainton, Roland H., Erasmus of Christendom. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1969. 308 pp. $ 6.95.
The latest work from the pen of Roland H. Bainton, the Titus Street
Professor Emeritus of Ecclesiastical History at Yale University, is a
biography of Desiderius Erasmus. Within eleven chapters the author
portrays not only the most significant periods and events in the life of
the Dutch humanist, but he also highlights the essentials of Erasmus'
literary productions and makes known the intent of the author's
thoughts and interpretations by assembling choice excerpts from his
works and letters. The learned but at the same time charming and not
seldom humorous pen of Bainton makes the book both highly informative and most pleasant reading.
It is significant that the book bears the title, Erasmus of Christendom.
Disowned in his own lifetime by both the Catholics and the Protestants,
Erasmus has only recently obtained a rightful place among the Christian theologians in the formative and formulative decades of the
early 16th century. Bainton has taken Erasmus out of the hands of the
rationalists, who in the past have made the main contributions to
Erasmian studies, but left a somewhat one-sided impression of the
thoughts and intentions of the man. In the source material presented,
Erasmus reveals himself as a Christian theologian who seeks to solve
theological and ethical problems within church and society by finding
solutions based on Scripture and centered in Christ. No ecclesiastical
institution should stand between the needy and the Good Samaritan.
Erasmus appears not as an academic theorist or a cynical satirist,
which often has been the case in the past, but he is seen as a Christian
pragmatist who is devoted to his Master in service for his fellow men
and is untiring in his quest for the restitutio christianismi.
High among the surviving amenities of academic life is the unselfishness with which scholars still give their hard-won knowledge to
improve or to make possible the works of others. The bibliography in
Bainton's book corroborates this fact. In the preface Bainton mentions
that lately a flood of monographs has corrected that portrait of
Erasmus which the rationalists had drawn, but "the results have not
been gathered into a single volume." Now, Bainton has rendered this
great service. As in his distinguished biography of Luther, Here I Stand,
he shows his extraordinary qualities in mastering the prodigious amount
of literature written about his hero. Compared with the two best-known
earlier Erasmus biographies, Bainton's is superior to that of Preserved
Smith, but supplementary to that of Johan Huizinga. Albert Hyma's
study of the young Erasmus is still useful, and the same should be said
of P. S. Allen's The Age of Erasmus.
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Erasmus never laid out his philosophia Christi in a great systematic
work as did Calvin in The Institutes of the Christian Religion or Melanchthon in Loci communes, but in Erasmus of Christendom the Christocentrism of the Dutch humanist has found its proper place. However,
when it comes to a scholarly systematizing of Erasmus' philosophia
Christi, the honor must go to Ernst-Wilhelm Kohls. Under the auspices
of Theologische Zeitschrift (sponsored by the theological Faculty of the
University of Basel), edited by Bo Reicke, Kohls' very pertinent twovolume work, Die Theologie des Erasmus, was printed in 1966. With
great profit Bainton could have utilized the findings of this German
scholar.
In the future Bainton's name will be closely linked to that of Erasmus
not merely because of his biography but on account of the kinship
between the two men. Something of what he writes about Erasmus may
also be written about Bainton himself and about his response to the
transformation of the world in which he and we live.
Loma Linda University
Riverside, California

VIGGO OLSEN

Brandon, S. G. F., Religion in Ancient History. New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1969. xiv
452 pp. $ 12.5o.
The author's significance as a thinker is the greater because he has
not isolated himself from intellectual discussions with other human
beings who may not be academic scholars but whose minds are no less
acute than his. Not only has he courageously served as chaplain
(1939-1942) and chief chaplain (1942-1951) to the British armed forces,
but he has lectured in Natural and Comparative Religion at Oxford
University (1954-1957), in Philosophy and History of Religion
at Liverpool University (1964), and is currently (since 1951) Professor
of Comparative Religion at the University of Manchester. Since World
War II, he has familiarized a cultivated public with the vast literary
treasures in the history and religion of the ancient world; he has also
helped educate a conservative English clergy and laity to the merits of
archaeological research and Biblical criticism which seek to confirm,
correct, and supplement the history and narrative of early church
history.
The present volume under review has grown out of a series of essays
on the subject of comperative religion in ancient history which the
author has published in the past decade for the popular journals
History Today and Horizon, and for the scholarly Bulletin of The John
Rylands Library. At the level of description and exposition, this book
is a true model of research. He has located and defined the basic
problems of the religions of ancient Egypt, Mesopotamia, Israel,
Greece, Iran, and early Christianity, and his profound knowledge of the
entailed issues, coupled with a searching power of analysis, has enabled
him to establish original analogies and distinctions. The result is
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impressive, although it may be objected that Brandon's abundant
aide-memoire passages are slightly irritating; and the product, illustrated with attractive plates and supported by a rich bibliography, is a
first-rate introduction to the religious heritage of Western civilization.
The method selected by Brandon is interesting. The first chapter
provides the background by giving an informative, though brief,
account of the origin of religion in theory and archaeology. Chapter II
is an attempt to study the cosmogonies of Egypt, Mesopotamia, and
particularly the Hebrews in their geographic and historical settings
stressing the similarities and differences in the respective traditions.
The subjects of chs. III and IV, which deal with the personification of
death and the religious, quasi-magical significance of time as a positive
and negative deity are treated at length by the author in his welldocumented book History, Time and Deity (1965). Similarly, if one is
familiar with Brandon's works, Man and His Destiny in the Great Religions (1962) and Creation Legends of the Ancient Near East (1963), he
will find nothing new in Chapters V and VI, which treat the idea of the
soul in the philosophies of the East and the West. Brandon, here and in
Chapter X (a discussion of the Gilgamesh Epic), places too little
reliance on the interrelationship between religion and nature in the
ancient world. For example, the calm, natural flow of the Nile conditioned the Egyptian belief that the gods were not violent and that
nature was an established order guaranteed by the divine Pharaoh,
whereas the harsh, unpredictable flow of the Tigris-Euphrates established the Mesopotamian Weltanschauung which saw man as a pawn of
the gods, constantly attempting to avert the evil decree by astrology
and liver divination.
Next is a discussion of a deeply rooted idea in man's cultural history,
the posthumous moral judgment, a subject on which the author is an
acknowledged pioneer; his The Judgment of the Dead (1969) is the only
comprehensive study of the subject in English. One misses the various
rabbinic midrashim which deal with the area, and Brandon is apparently unaware of the medieval illuminated Shabbat Shekalim Yoserim
(e.g., the Venice edition of the Sefer Minhagim of 1593) which depict a
bird-like profile of a judge with scales of justice (shades of the Egyptian
Horns or Thoth ?) which may have eschatological meaning. Also, one
wonders why there is no reference here to the studies of Cullmann,
Cadbury, Jaeger, and Wolfson, who have dealt extensively with the
theme of death in Western civilization.
His presentation in Chapter IX of the Egyptian Osiris legend as the
classic prototype of the savior-god and its influence on Pauline theology is closely argued in Brandon's characteristic lucid manner.
Akhenaten's theological revolution is presented in Chapter X and
understood as part of the new imperial age. On one hand it was an
attempt to uproot the omnipotent power of the priesthood of Amun-Re,
and on the other it was the manifestation of Aton's universalism
characterizing the new imperialism of a people whose world view
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was no longer restricted by the Nile River valley. Strangely, an analysis of "The Hymn to the Aton" (cf. ANET, 369-371) and Ps 104,
which is a desideratum for the beginning student, is lacking here.
The following chapters are devoted to an interpretation of the
distinctive Hebrew-Jewish world view which has had a lasting effect on
Christianity—that the ineffable, unqualified God of Israel is absolute
and that history itself is impregnated with the divine will of YHWH.
A learned description of Zoroastrianism and its influence in Judaism,
Christianity, Manichaeism, and the Hermetic and Gnostic literature
concludes the first part of this book.
Most of the essays included in the latter half of the book reconstruct
the legends, sacred history, philosophy, and events of the early Christian
centuries, and are known to us by the author's published works of
recent years: The Fall of Jerusalem and the Christian Church (1957;
19682) ; Jesus and the Zealots (1967-68) ; The Trial of Jesus of Nazareth
(1968). Brandon, writing without theological bias, is at his best in
exploring the facts behind the gospel narratives. He evaluates critically the political, social, and economic situation of the first-century
Palestine as related by Josephus, and concludes—correctly as far as
this reviewer is concerned—that the synoptic portrayal of a pacific
Jesus is a clever attempt by the Gentile Church to win Roman favor by
clearing Pilate from his share in the crucifixion. No one can write such
an account without inviting disagreement. The critic who has a profound knowledge of the literary sources in Hebrew and Aramaic feels
that Brandon's emendation can be further strengthened by sifting
through the pertinent rabbinic material (cf. S. Zeitlin, Who Crucified
Jesus? [1942], and H. H. Cohen, The Trial and Death of Jesus of
Nazareth [Hebrew, 1968]) which, inter alia, posit the belief of two Beth
Dins at the time of Jesus—the political court which tried Jesus, and the
Sanhedrin with which Pharisaic tradition was involved, a theory first
formulated by Brandon's fellow countryman, A. Buehler. On the other
hand, not all scholars believe that the original Markan account was
written in Rome ca. 70 C.E., or that the Zealots were noble patriots
defending the yoke of the Kingdom of God against the tyranny of
Rome. Furthermore, the author's often-quoted theory that the disappearance of the Jewish-Christians from the scene of history coincides
with the crushing defeat of the Jews at the hands of the Romans in 7o
is logically persuasive, but rationally unconvincing in light of the Minim
prayer composed by Palestinian amoraim in the early 2d century.
Nevertheless, the second part of the volume is, within its own limits,
invaluable as an interpretation of basic problems of literary criticism
and as an example of mature research.
This is the kind of study concerning which every specialist might
have reservations related to his own field, but will be impressed with
the erudite scholarship in the other areas. In the preface Brandon
makes it clear that he is interested in reaching in a non-technical
manner the intelligent student who is interested in the fascinating
human-interest subject of comparative religion in the ancient world.
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He accomplishes his task admirably well, and his text can be used
for great profit by the advanced scholar as well.
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California

ZEV GARBER

Bruce, F. F., and E. G. Rupp, eds., Holy Book and Holy Tradition.
Grand Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company,
1968. 244 pp. $5.95.
At a time when there is such vigorous debate and variance of opinion
regarding the relationship between Scripture and tradition and the
place of either in the life of the church, the appearance of such a volume as this is particularly welcome. The essays included are, with one
exception, the papers read at an International Colloquium on the
topic "Holy Book and Holy Tradition," held in the Faculty of Theology of the University of Manchester, November 1966.
Altogether there are twelve papers which seem to fall into two major
divisions. The first seven deal with a variety of aspects on the assigned
topic—from Christian icons to Islamic tradition—whereas the last five
are all primarily concerned with contemporary issues. Specifically the
papers belonging to the first group include the following: "The Holy
Book, the Holy Tradition and the Holy Icon" by S. G. F. Brandon;
"Religious Tradition and Sacred Books in Ancient Egypt" by C. J.
Bleeker ; "Holy Book and Holy Tradition in Iran: The Problem of the
Sassanid Avesta" by Geo. Widengren ; "Oral Torah and Written
Records" by Jacob Weingreen; "Scripture and Tradition in the New
Testament" by F. F. Bruce; "The Ancient Church and Rabbinical
Tradition" by Marcel Simon; "Scripture, Tradition and Sacrament
in the Middle Ages and in Luther" by Berndt Moeller. The usefulness
of the volume is expanded by the provision of plates and figures, an
index and good documentation in the footnotes.
One article that particularly interested this writer was that by
Weingreen in which he argues persuasively that the adjective "oral" in
reference to oral Torah "must be redefined as referring only to its
circulation and transmission and not as the means of preservation."
This redefinition, of course, would require some rethinking among those
scholars who hold that memory was regarded as a much more reliable
mode of preservation than written records, at least with regard to the
sacred writings of the Israelites. Another stimulating essay is the one
by Bruce in which he demonstrates how an established interpretive
tradition pervades all strata of the NT. He explains further that
however variously this interpretive tradition be treated by the different NT writers, the "core of the tradition is common property." He
also expresses the opinion that "the main lines of the tradition were
laid down by Jesus Himself."
The five concluding articles dealing with present-day issues are all
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helpful, especially those by Ellen Fleeseman-Van Leer and Maurice
Bevenot. In the first of these two, a Protestant explores the possibility
of a rapprochement between Protestants and Catholics in the area of
Scripture and tradition by examining the present Catholic position as
represented primarily in the dogmatic constitution De divina revelatione of the second Vatican Council promulgated in 1965, and comparing this with the Protestant point of view as represented in the report
of the second section of the Fourth World Conference on Faith and
Order, Montreal 1963, entitled, "Scripture, Tradition and Traditions."
In the second a Catholic analyzes the "new look" in the Catholic
Church as reflected in the "constitution" and attempts to define such
concepts as "tradition" and "infallibility" in the light of contemporary
debate. A comparison of the two approaches is enlightening and underscores some of the real differences that persist.
It would be easy in any volume of this type to suggest papers that
should have been included and were not, and other similar shortcomings. However, to do so would be to miss the intent of the book,
which, it appears, is as much to stimulate further debate as to inform.
When so regarded, both student and layman will find it a thoroughly
worthwhile volume.
Walla Walla College
College Place, Washington

MALCOLM MAXWELL

Damboriena, Prudencio, Tongues as of Fire: Pentecostalism in Contemporary Christianity. Washington, D.C. : Corpus Books, 1969.
viii + 256 pp. $7.50.
As useful as a study of Pentecostal history might be, it does not lead
to the discovery of a church united in doctrine or even organization.
To the contrary, it is a movement split into hundreds of small and
large groups, which in spite of this fact thrive and expand among many
nations.
Damboriena's book Tongues as of Fire is an attempt to place Pentecostalism within contemporary Christianity. Thus, he provides a welldocumented historical background which enables the reader to understand Pentecostal thought and the world from which it developed,
specifically in the United States. It furnishes many data of which the
average Christian, inside or outside of Pentecostal groups, is not fully
aware. The absence of dogmatic principle is attributed to the fact that
each believer considers himself inspired by the Holy Spirit (p. 65), and
to whom supernatural experience is of greater importance than the
church (p. 72). Basic scriptural ordinances such as baptism and the
Lord's Supper have been assigned subordinate roles (pp. 76, 77). Teachings like these will constitute serious problems for those Christians who
search for a solid Biblical foundation for their religious convictions.
The book is not only a historical review. It reveals the intense reli-
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gious forces which recur in history, because they are part of human
nature and man's quest for light and life. There remains, however, one
question in this reviewer's mind. It might not have been the intention
of the author to enter into a theological discussion concerning the gift
of tongues, but it appears that most readers of Damboriena's study
will feel that the truly essential problems have not been solved. The
value of his book would be considerably enhanced if he had extended
his investigation into the philological, exegetical, and analytical aspects
of teachings which are claimed by millions to be divine truth. The
author has voiced his doubts in regard to Pentecostal claims according
to which they also possess the gift of healing (pp. 125, 126). His observations on the "techniques of healing" offer an insight into the methods
used by faith-healers which shows that it is difficult to distinguish
between realities of faith and the shrewdness of charlatans. A textstudy would become a tool enabling the reader to form an intelligent
opinion as to the validity of the Pentecostal position.
Here are some of the questions this reviewer has been asked many
times: Can a Biblical scholar defend the position that the "foreign
tongues" as recorded in the second chapter of Acts were identical with
the ecstatic utterances of 1 Cor 14, even though the former were understood without a translator, while the latter needed an interpreter ?
In spite of our careless use of English terminology, is there any
justification for denying the different nature and function of a translator as compared with those of an interpreter ? Yet, Pentecostals for
obvious reasons refuse to make such a distinction even if it means an
outright contradiction with philology and scriptural usage (pp. 116,
2o) . For a century Biblical scholars have made that distinction without
the intention of creating a controversy with certain religious groups.
Finally, how can one come to a fair understanding of Pentecostalism
and speaking with tongues without an adequate comprehension of
Cor 14 ? If the apostle Paul saw the need for a point-by-point definition of the gift in his days, we can only benefit by a careful study of
that chapter.
Tongues as of Fire is a valuable study in which scholarship is mingled
with a considerable share of ecumenical good will. It contains a fine
collection of historical and other explanatory material as well as a selected bibliography. Except for the absence of a critical investigation
into the validity of tongues through a corresponding exegesis of relevant texts, Tongues as of Fire is to be highly recommended as a valuable
source of information.
Chicago, Illinois

C. G. TULAND

Dodd, C. H., More New Testament Studies. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968. 157 pp. $4.50.
As the title implies, Dodd's More New Testament Studies is a companion volume to his earlier New Testament Studies published in 1953.
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Like the earlier volume, Move New Testament Studies is a collection of
essays on various NT issues. With one exception, these have been
produced since 1953, and all but one have been previously published
in various Festschriften. One essay has been "partly re-written, with
additional matter." Elsewhere, "revision has been slight." Two of the
essays examine passages in the Synoptics and are entitled "The Beatitudes : A Form Critical Study" and "The Fall of Jerusalem and the
`Abomination of Desolation."' Three others deal with passages in John:
"A Hidden Parable in the Fourth Gospel," "Behind a Johannine
Dialogue" ( Jn 8:31-58), and "The Prophecy of Caiaphas : John xi.
47-53." One explores the relationship between "The 'Primitive Catechism"' and the sayings of Jesus. Another entitled "The Historical
Problem of the Death of Jesus" deals with this problem as "an episode
in the history of the Roman province of Judaea" apart from its
theological interpretation. The longest essay in the collection studies
each of those NT passages which refer to "The Appearances of the Risen
Christ" to his followers, while the final article examines the meaning
and significance of Paul's reference to Ennomos Christou (I Cor 9 : 19-22).
Name and text indexes are supplied as well as frequent comments and
documentation in the footnotes.
As can be seen, these articles cover a wide range of issues with
particular emphasis on Gospel criticism. A unifying concern which
helps to hold the volume together is the use of form-critical methods to
search out the earliest elements in the tradition. As is typical of much of
British scholarship in this area, Dodd avoids the extreme skepticism
and dogmatism sometimes associated with Continental scholarship and
even frequently arrives at remarkably conservative conclusions.
Indeed, Dodd is more cautious than many scholars and occasionally
reminds his readers that this or that suggestion is conjecture. In the
same vein it is interesting to note wherein Dodd has modified positions
he has held earlier. For example, in his The Interpretation of the Fourth
Gospel (1953), pp. 134-136, he emphasized the difference between
the Synoptic parables and the so-called allegories of the Fourth Gospel.
In the present work (p. 3o, n. 1) he admits that he had spoken earlier
in "too absolute terms." He then proceeds to describe what he feels is
an example of a true parable in the Gospel of John ( Jn 5 : 19-3o).
One of the most helpful articles, in the present writer's opinion, is
that on "Ennomos Christou" in which Dodd declares that in Paul's
view, to "fulfil the law of Christ" means "a good deal more than simply
to act 'in a Christian spirit."' Rather, it connotes "the intention to
carry out—in a different setting and in altered circumstances, it is true—
the precepts which Jesus Christ was believed to have given to his
disciples, and which they handed down in the Church." While Dodd
does not want to confine the connotation of ho nomos tou Christou to the
"comparatively restricted body of traditional Sayings of Jesus," he
feels that even for Paul whatever the Lord had "commanded" and
"ordained" remained "the solid, historical and creative nucleus of the
whole."
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An obvious problem in a collection of only slightly revised essays such
as this, in which the earliest was written now some 23 years ago, is
that it does not reflect as adequately as it might the progress that
has been made since the essays were originally produced. Nevertheless,
every article in this collection reflects a wealth of knowledge and the
vigor and originality for which Dodd is so justly famous. Even laymen
who may not understand or appreciate the intricacies of form criticism
will find Dodd's interpretation of the various Scripture passages
to be full of insight, and his portrayal of the milieu in which they
originated to be knowledgeable and helpful.
Walla Walla College
College Place, Washington

MALCOLM MAXWELL

Harrison, Everett F., A Short Life of Christ. Grand Rapids, Mich.:
William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968. 288 pp. $ 5.95.
The word "short" in the title is obviously added to indicate that the
book does not deal with the minute day-by-day activities of Christ. It
is short in that it deals "with the leading events that carry us along in
a fairly obvious sequence from the beginning to the end" (p. 8). The
author seems to imply that one of the reasons for this approach is
found in the results of form criticism. However, if this is the case it may
be his only acknowledgment to the influence of form criticism in his
book, for throughout he seems completely to ignore it. He also makes
allusions to redaction criticism, but takes no account of it in the book
itself.
The book seems to be oriented not so much simply to explicate the
life of Christ but to solve problems connected with the life of Christ,
e.g., the historicity of Jesus, the time and place of his birth (the authenticity of Quirinius' census), the historicity of the virgin birth, the
historicity of the accounts of his infancy and boyhood, the historicity
of the "Lamb of God" pronouncement by the Baptist at the time of
baptism, etc. Clearly what Harrison is saying is that everything that is
recorded in the Gospels happened in the time and context in which it is
recorded. Form criticism has no value at all. The Gospels do not really
show any influence of the post-resurrection experience of the Church.
If the Gospels were written before the resurrection, they would probably have been written as we have them today.
Much of this book could have been written a hundred years ago. The
chapter on temptation shows little advance over Fairbairn's written in
1907. Nothing is said about the differences between the accounts in the
Synoptics. All is harmonized as though it were one account. While the
author commends in the preface the fact that modern scholars tend to
see the Evangelists' work as a whole, no appreciation is shown of this in
the actual treatment of each subject.
The chapter on miracles emphasizes not only their historicity but
their revelational value. This is an advance over the past.
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Harrison goes against the tide when he affirms the historicity of all
the accounts and descriptions of the Pharisees in the Gospels, including
Mt 23. He does concede this one alleviating explanation: the word
"hypocrite" did not have the same stigma it has today. Otherwise, he
refuses to yield any ground.
His treatment of the later events of the life of Christ is traditional.
One wonders why such a book is necessary today in view of the fact
that so many such books are already in existence. Perhaps it was felt
that proof was needed that such a book could still be produced in this
day and age in the face of form criticism and redaction criticism.
Andrews University

SAKAE KUBO

Harrison, Roland Kenneth, Introduction to the Old Testament with a
Comprehensive Review of Old Testament Studies and a Special
Supplement on the Apocrypha. Grand Rapids, Mich.: William
B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1969. vi 1,325 pp. $ 12.5o.
Roland Kenneth Harrison, currently Professor of OT at Wycliffe
College, University of Toronto, has produced an "OT Introduction" of
monumental size, containing 1,325 pages of text with almost 4.,000
footnotes. Written from a conservative standpoint, it deals with a
great variety of topics that are hardly ever found within the covers of
one book. In addition to treating subjects usually found in an "Introduction to the OT," such as the history of source criticism, and the
history of the OT canon, the authorship, composition, and unity
of the various OT books, he also deals with subjects not generally
found in books of this nature, such as OT archaeology, Ancient Near
Eastern chronology, history of Israel, OT religion and theology.
This reviewer was first of all overwhelmed by the sheer amount of
material discussed in this book, and initially gained the impression
that it contains the answer to every conceivable question that can be
raised with regard to the OT. A more careful study, however, shows
that several subjects are treated far too cursorily and superficially. To
do full justice to every topic treated would have been a superhuman
task which no scholar can fulfill in this time and age. It must readily be
admitted that in this age of specialization no scholar can at the same
time be an expert in every discipline of OT scholarship, be it history,
archaeology, chronology, textual criticism, theology, etc. For example,
Near Eastern archaeology in itself is such a vast discipline that no
writer can do justice to it in 6o pages, just as the problems of Ancient
Near Eastern chronology, and the results of the studies carried out
over decades in this area of scholarship, cannot satisfactorily be presented on 52 pages, as the author attempts to do. These are only two
examples of insufficient depth of treatment given to important subjects by the author.
However, Harrison shows an intimate familiarity with the literature
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of many subjects which he treats, and as a conservative scholar is at
pains to give his readers a fair account of the views he is unable to
share. He presents a good review of the history of Pentateuchal criticism, though he rejects many of its conclusions and holds the Pentateuch to be substantially Mosaic in origin. He favors the unity of Is, and
believes that the name Cyrus in Is is a later addition to the text. Dan
is defended as a 6th-century book, and Est is considered to be essentially historical. The final editing of Pr is dated ca. 60o B.c., while Ec is
dated with E. J. Young in the time of Mal, ca. 400 B.c. Yet the reader
is not always given a clear presentation of the author's views. While he
refutes many of the results of higher criticism and points out flaws in
the arguments, reasonings, and conclusions of higher critics, he seems
to be reluctant to state his own position and views in clear-cut words.
Often he concludes the discussion of an OT book short of telling his
reader what he himself believes as far as the authorship of a certain book
is concerned or where and when it was originally written. While this
reviewer easily admits that an unequivocal answer cannot be given to
every question concerning the authorship and origin of every OT book,
he would have liked the author to marshal possible arguments that
favor his conservative and traditional views instead of merely destroying the underpinnings of his opponents' arguments and reasonings.
This the author seldom does, a definite weakness in the book under
review.
On the other hand, the indisputable merits of this great work should
not be overlooked. The OT student has easy access to many recently
produced works on the OT Introductions written by liberal scholars,
but he must look far and wide before finding a work in this field that
presents in a fair and scholarly way the views of a conservative Bible
scholar. Here Harrison's book meets a real need and fills a gap. We are
grateful for his courage to have given us such a work, as well as his
zeal and industry to have produced such a monumental work. Also we
owe the publisher thanks for having made it available for a comparatively modest price in this age of rising costs.
Andrews University

SIEGFRIED H. HORN

Hunter, Archibald M., Bible and Gospel. Philadelphia: The Westminster
Press, 1969. vii
546 pp. $2.25.
Archibald Hunter and William Barclay are two of the leading
popularizers of Biblical studies. Much of the contents of this book was
originally presented by Hunter "as `lecturettes' at evening services in
Aberdeen churches" (p. vii). The book is divided into three sections
dealing with an introduction to the Bible, the Gospels and the Person
and Work of Christ, and the New Quest of the Historical Jesus, respectively.
Writing from the viewpoint of moderate British Biblical scholarship,
Hunter takes the middle road between fundamental conservatism and
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radical German scholarship. Thus in the temptation Jesus did not
struggle with "a flesh and blood devil," but had "a searching spiritual
experience." The Bible is not "a scientific textbook," it teaches you
"how to go to heaven, not how the heavens go." While believing in the
miracles of Jesus, he concedes that some are not as well attested as
others, and that in some cases it is possible to "rationalize" them since
the people of Jesus' day had no doctrine of "secondary causes." For
instance, the darkness that fell over the whole land at the time of Jesus'
death could be due to "a black Sirocco wind laden with thick dust from
the Judean desert." On the resurrection, Hunter maintains fervently
the necessity of the empty tomb. He approves the new quest, but feels
we ought to go further. There cannot be a gap between the kerygma and
the historical Jesus.
Merely to indicate Hunter's position in the above cases is to misrepresent the contents of the book. Throughout he is concerned to make the
Bible come alive for the modern-day Christian. He is determined,
however, that this be done in the framework of the present scholarly
understanding of the Bible. And for this we can only commend him.
We could criticize the book as inadequate and insufficient in its
treatment of the subjects it deals with and as lacking in originality, but
this would be unfair when we realize that the purpose of the book is
for the man in the street. For this purpose the book is a splendid
achievement.
Andrews University

SAKAE KUBO

Jeremias, Joachim, Jerusalem in the Time of Jesus. An Investigation
into Economic and Social Conditions During the New Testament
Period. Translated by F. H. and C. H. Cave. Philadelphia:
Fortress Press, 1969. xvi
4o5 pp. $ 9.00.
An English edition of Jeremias' well-known work on the economic,
social, and cultural conditions in Jerusalem in the first Christian
century has long been overdue. The first German edition appeared
between 1923 and 1937 in four installments. They are identical with
the four parts of the new English edition. The first fascicle, issued in
1923, was entitled "Die wirtschaftlichen Verhaltnisse." It was an
expansion of Jeremias' doctoral dissertation "Die wirtschaftlichen
Verhaltnisse der Stadt Jerusalem unter romischer Herrschaft bis zur
Zerstorung durch Titus" which had been published during the preceding year (Leipzig, 1922). The succeeding three fascicles dealt with
"Die sozialen Verhaltnisse, A: Reich und arm" (1924) ; "Die sozialen
Verhaltnisse, B: Hoch und niedrig" (1929) ; and "Die Reinerhaltung
des Volkstums" (1937) . A second practically unchanged German edition
of the complete work appeared in 1958 and a slightly revised third
edition in 1962. In 1967 a French translation was published, and two
years later, an English rendering—the work under review.
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The author grew up as a youth in Jerusalem where his father, the
theologian and Assyriologist Friedrich Jeremias, had been pastor of
the Erloserkirche. This experience gave the author a unique background
for his studies on Jerusalem. The sources used for his book were almost
exclusively of a literary nature, and consisted of the OT, the NT,
Josephus, and the Rabbinical writings. To a lesser degree archaeological evidence was used, but this evidence was not very plentiful half a
century ago, although even then more could have been used, as some of
Jeremias' critics pointed out. However, by making use of every scrap
of literary evidence, Jeremias produced a work that was hailed as a
masterpiece of scholarship. That it has lost little of its value in the
intervening years is proved by the fact that it has already experienced
two more editions in German, and also editions in French and English.
Part One deals with the "Economic Conditions in the City of Jerusalem." First of all it is concerned with the industries that existed for
the production of goods and food. Then attention is paid to the artisans
connected with the building trade. Furthermore, the commerce, foreign and domestic, of the Jewish capital city is discussed, as well as
the foreign visitors, who were mainly pilgrims visiting the Holy City
during the religious festivals.—Part Two, entitled "Economic Status"
in the English edition (German: "Die sozialen Verhaltnisse"), deals
with the wealthy citizens, the middle class, and the poor, and has a
chapter that discusses among other subjects the cost of living in normal
and abnormal times, taxation, charity, and the income from the pilgrim traffic.—Part Three, entitled "Social Status," is devoted to a
study of the clergy, the lay nobility, the Scribes, and the Pharisees.
—Part Four bears the title "The Maintenance of Racial Purity."
Here the legitimacy of ancestry, the importance of genealogical purity,
and the civil rights of full-blooded Israelites are discussed, but also
the despised trades, among which one finds such professions as dungcollectors and physicians, tax collectors and bath attendants, to
mention only a few. Other chapters in this part treat the Jewish and
Gentile slaves, illegitimate Israelites, the Samaritans, and finally the
position of women.
This brief survey of the contents of this important book, which no
serious student of NT history can afford to ignore, shows what a
wealth of information it contains. The several decades that have passed
since the first edition of Jeremias' book appeared have hardly changed
the picture which lie paints by using the literary evidence that was
available when it was first written. On the other hand, one has the
uneasy feeling that some new information furnished by archaeological
discoveries made in recent years is missing. For example, no use seems to
have been made of the Dead Sea scrolls. Although it must be admitted
that the Dead Sea scrolls do not shed much light on the economic or
social conditions in Jerusalem during the first century A.D., they have
brought into focus the Essenes, a sect of which some members did
occasionally play a role in Jerusalem, as Josephus attests. This sect is
practically ignored in Jeremias' book, as the Index indicates, for it
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refers to only five passages in the book where the Essenes are briefly
mentioned.
The "Translators' Note" (p. xi) mentions extensive revisions,
especially of the first part, made by the author for this edition. But a
comparison with the earlier German editions shows very few changes or
additions. For example, the list of abbreviations (pp. xiv, xv) which
practically amounts to a bibliography of works used or referred to by
the author contains no work published later than 1938. In looking for
new information, the reader will find that on p. 71 reference is made to
the discovery of a burial place of a family from Cyrene in the Kidron
Valley, and that Jeremias mentions on p. 11 his recent work dealing
with the discoveries at the Pool of Bethesda. There are a few more
places which contain references to new literature or to more recent
discussions of the subject matter treated, but such places are few and
far between. Practically all new literature on the subjects discussed is
ignored.
One major change in Jeremias' position must be mentioned. It
concerns "The Number of Pilgrims at the Passover" (pp. 77-84). In his
earlier editions, Jeremias had considered the figures given by Josephus
and Tacitus for the people who were trapped in Jerusalem during the
siege in A.D. 7o as so fantastic that they cannot be regarded as historically useful. By very judicious reasoning, he had reached the conclusion that Jerusalem's normal population, including the citizens who
lived outside the city walls in suburbs, had consisted of about 55,000
people. He furthermore had believed that up to 125,000 pilgrims had
flocked into the city during the annual feasts, so that 18o,000 people
may have been in Jerusalem at festal seasons. Gustaf Dalman, one of
the greatest experts on NT Jerusalem, agreed with Jeremias with
regard to these figures (ZDPV , XLVI [1923], 232), and Jeremias' population estimates have been used by many NT scholars for almost half a
century. Now, however, the author has come to the conclusion that
55,000 is too high a figure for the population of Jerusalem, and has
reduced it to 25-30,000 (p. 84).
In spite of the fact that this reviewer would have wished that
Jeremias had brought this important work up to date in every respect,
his criticism should not minimize the usefulness of this extremely
valuable treatise. A warm word of thanks is expressed to the altruistic
translators, first to M. E. Dahl who, according to the inner title page,
contributed an earlier draft translation, and finally to the translator
couple, F. H. and C. H. Cave.
Andrews University

SIEGFRIED H. HORN

Kraeling, Emil G., The Prophets. Chicago : Rand McNally & Company,
1969. 304 pp. $ 6.95.
This volume has its basis in a well-received article on the Hebrew
prophets written by Professor Kraeling for Life magazine's Special
6
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Double Issue on the Bible (December, 1964). The author was encouraged to expand his article, and the present work, a popular attempt to
paint the lives of the prophets with tools of critical scholarship against
the canvas of the ancient world, is the result. He uses an historical
approach and groups the prophets into three chronological stages: the
Assyrian era (Amos, Hosea, Micah, Isaiah, Zephaniah, Jeremiah,
and Nahum) ; the Babylonian era (the later Jeremiah, Habakkuk,
Ezekiel, Deutero-Isaiah) ; and the Persian and Greek eras (Haggai,
Zechariah, Trito-Isaiah, Obadiah, Malachi, Joel, Deutero- Zechariah,
Trito-Zechariah, Jonah, and Daniel). In such an appreciation only a
selection of the lives of certain prophets is made, the Biblical text is
treated according to the historical data, and the uninitiated reader
whom the author is most interested in reaching is left with the impression that prophetic literature is poor history and not, as most
scholars read the Biblical account, a self-understanding record of
Israel's destiny in world history.
The well-versed student of the prophets will soon discover that most
of Kraeling's ideas here treated in a rather fragmentary way are better
developed in his Commentary on the Prophets, Vols. I and II (1966),
which nota bene are geared to a general audience. His investigation,
written in a stimulating, provocative manner, makes fascinating
reading, but it is not without its faults. In his discussion of the background of Hebrew prophecy he dismisses the Mari contribution in
less than a paragraph, and this is regrettable. His interpretation of the
prophetic experience provides no reference to the pioneering works of
Holscher, Jepsen, Knight, Bentzen and the Scandinavian school. Nor
does he make reference to Heschel's theology of pathos, certainly a most
significant contemporary contribution to our understanding of the
prophet's psyche. Omission of these works minimizes the author's
contribution in this area. Though form criticism has been an active
tool of serious Biblical scholars since the beginning of the century,
Kraeling, who has written The Old Testament Since the Reformation
(1955; 19692), a chef d'oeuvre in the history of Biblical criticism, uses
the method sparingly. Questions pertaining to the prophetic use of
Form, Gattung, Sitz im Leben, in addition to the more subtle problems
of Gattungsgeschichte, Uberlieferungsgeschichte, Redaktionsgeschichte, are
visibly wanting in this text. Thus, to take an example among many, in
portraying Hosea's final call to repentance (Chapter 14), Kraeling does
not realize that the parallelism in Hos 14:3 is not synonymous but
complementary, and that the phrase denotes Israel's inability to
depend upon a political alliance with Assyria for security, or warchariots obtained from Egypt (cf. a similar location of horses with
and Is 31:3 identified cor:28; Is 3o
Egypt in Dt 17:16; 1 Ki
rectly later on by Kraeling [p. 105]). Furthermore, his understanding
of Hos 14:4-8 as a prophecy of return expressed in "terms drawn from
the sight of a lovely countryside" echoing the garden of Eden and
having the power of Milton's "Paradise Regained" is just a little too
hippy and flowery for this reviewer, who interprets the passage as
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an Israelite polemic against the fertility cult of Canaan in favor of
Yahwistic salvation history.
Kraeling's chapters on the individual prophets offer little in original
research but are a compendium of earlier scholarship. His tendency
not to identify the scholars with whom he is in agreement and disagreement is annoying. The reader will appreciate his imaginative reconstruction of the prophets and how they emerged to castigate Israel for
its sins, to declare the doctrine of repentance, to sound the alarm of
divine punishment, and to promise that God's inexhaustible love and
divine pardon is ever-present for the salvation of Israel.On the other
hand, a more systematic and rigorous attempt to evaluate current
Biblical inquiry on the relationship of the prophet to legal or cultic
prototypes, or the prophet's function in the ongoing life and thought of
the Israelite tradition, would have been desirable and helpful. Rarely
does the author bother the reader with text-critical notes, particularly
textual variants of MT, or for that matter the MT itself! The use made
of philological evidence is questionable; there is confusion in the use of
Hebrew laryngeals. To explain oracles of the prophets with an eye on
the NT is anachronistic and irritating for one interested in serious
scholarship. The statement that this book is popular and that the
treatment of the prophets is necessarily limited does not justify disregard of problems, e.g., the riddle of Hosea's erring wife Gomer.
Certainly some detailed résumé of the problem should have been
attempted here, and not the argument that the intricacies involved
would be tedious and of small value. Finally, there is a dismal dearth
of bibliographical materials, and the relatively few footnotes are of an
explanatory nature.
It is fair to say that the scholar will read this book of Kraeling, a
first-rate scholar who has taught for many years at Columbia University and Union Theological Seminary, with mixed emotions. He will
respect his popularization of Biblical findings and learn something from
them, but in the end he will find the presentation denominationally
oriented and lacking in sound critical treatment.
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California

ZEV GARBER

Ladd, George Eldon, The Pattern of New Testament Truth. Grand
Rapids, Mich.: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1968.
119 pp. $3.75.
This book represents a series of four lectures delivered at North
Park Seminary in Chicago in 1966. In their written form the lectures
still have the limitations imposed on them by the needs of a listening
audience.
Ladd's thesis is that in spite of the diversities found in the NT there
is in fact a basic unifying pattern which may be easily seen running
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through it. This pattern is not a NT creation, but rather is derived by
the NT authors from the OT. After an introductory chapter in which
the pattern is shown to be present in the OT, and to be the complete
opposite to "the Greek view" of things, in three short chapters Ladd
traces the controlling role played by it in the Synoptic, Johannine, and
Pauline view of things. Here Ladd is mainly preoccupied to affirm that
the thought patterns of these three NT perspectives are not Greek but
Hebraic, and therefore true.
Ladd's conclusion is that "the Synoptic Gospels, John, and Paul
share a common basic theological perspective, which stands in continuity to Old Testament theology in contrast to Greek dualism. Greek
thought ... conceived of a cosmic dualism and an analogous anthropological dualism. . . . The Hebrew view can be said in a real sense to
believe in two worlds: heaven and earth. God dwells in heaven and
man on earth. . . . Thus the basic Hebrew dualism is eschatological"
(p. 108).
Not only is Ladd interested in denying that the Greek view is
Biblical, but he is also interested in criticizing contemporary existentialist exegesis of the NT. In order to do the latter he takes recourse to
rather unfortunate phrasing and name dropping (probably the best, or
worst, example of each appears on p. 46), as well as the confusion of
issues (also exemplified on p. 46: form criticism does not downgrade the
reliability of the Gospels, as claimed by Ladd, but rather takes historical science seriously and makes necessary the establishment of the
relationship between history and theology on a basis other than an
exclusive one-to-one relationship).
A more serious question that arises from the book is the relationship
of the pattern to the truth of the NT. Ladd identifies the pattern to the
truth on a one-to-one basis. For him it is important to deny that the
Greek view played a role in the conceptualization of the Gospel. It is
the OT eschatological perspective that gives to the NT unity and truth.
This reviewer would wish to agree with the author that indeed the OT
mentality is the dominant factor in the conceptualization of the NT
Gospel. But he would also like to maintain a dynamic tension between
the pattern of a particular mentality and the truth of the Gospel.
Mental patterns are culturally conditioned and therefore can only be
equated to truth at a great loss to truth.
St. Mary's College
Notre Dame, Indiana

HEROLD WEISS

Neher, Andre, The Prophetic Existence. Translated by William Wolf.
London: Thomas Yoseloff, Ltd., 1969. 355 pp. $10.00.
In post-Biblical Jewish literature there exist two minds about
interpreting the prophetic experience. One sees the prophet in an
ahistorical state, conditioned by ethics and restricted to the transnat-
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ural will of God. The other position interprets prophecy to be impregnated with historical meaning circumscribed by the revelation of the
divine will of YHWH in Biblical time, space, and land. Jewish scholarship like that of Philo of Alexandria, the Talmudim, Josephus, Saadia,
Bahya, Ibn Gabirol, Judah ha-Levi, Maimonides, and in the twentieth
century Rosenzweig, Buber, Heschel, and Kaufmann, has written
volumes on the conditions of prophecy and on the psychological,
esoteric, emotional, and existential applications of the prophetic
pathos. Professor Neher "decided in favor of the finite view of Biblical
prophecy and not for the infinite perspective." His book, steeped in
Jewish tradition, explores the historical and metaphysical language of
prophecy, and following the researches of Heschel, Rowley, and to a
certain extent Lindblom and Guillaume, successfully portrays the
prophets as uncanny spokesmen for YHWH whose messages evoke
actions of guilt and commitment.
Few surprises await the scholar—to be expected in a work designed
for general consumption. The opening section portrays non-Israelite
prophecy as background for the study of Israel's prophetic genius.
Significant attention is given to the Egyptian, Mesopotamian, and
Greek mantic literature, but the bibliography is hopelessly sporadic
and outdated. For example, no reference is made to prophetic texts
from Mari discovered after 1955, when Neher's book was first published, and one misses reference to the important researches of von
Soden, Lods, Kupper, and Malamat. The next chapters speak on
Biblical time as mystical, future-oriented, characterized by a conscientious effort to reach the prophetic ethic, a "Thou-I" relationship in
which the initiative is entirely on the side of God. Following the lead
of Kittel, Jacob, Cassuto, von Rad, and others, Neher scrutinizes the
weaknesses of the Wellhausen construction of Biblical prophetism,
and affirms a validity of prophetic development along canonical lines
from Abraham to Malachi. The final section addresses itself to prophecy as a way of life, and the author is to be commended for a most useful
introduction to prophetic history, existence, symbolism, and vision.
The critical reader will note that there is a noticeable lack of formcritical methodology in dealing with textual problems, and that Neher,
following rabbinic tradition, dates prophetic oracles without weighing
the options of modern scholarship, e.g., the book of Joel is dated to the
seventh century B.C.E. without a line of supporting evidence. Furthermore, there is an apparent lack of concern for history of prophetic types,
traditions, and redactions.
Neher's premise that revelation and communication are the components of prophecy and that a man is a navi not because of his outward
behavior or writing habits, but by reason of his existential relationship
with God and man, has its advantages. He is able to portray Abraham
and Moses as the categorical imperatives of Hebrew prophetism. His
knowledge of the Hebrew text and his intimacy with rabbinic tradition enable him to establish original research into the Biblical concepts of Covenant, Word, and Spirit, seldom discovered by scholars
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outside the Hebrew tradition. Following the leads of Dhorme, Maybaum, and M. Weber, he adds fresh insight to our understanding of
Levitism, and his succinct statements on matrimonial symbolism as
employed by the prophets, and on Noachism, are among the best this
reviewer has seen in print. But Neher's approach has its shortcomings.
It permits him sometimes to develop hypothetical emendations which
are not critically sound or logically convincing. His value judgment
that the greatness of a prophetic existence is to be measured against
the navi's cultic experience is an outstanding example of this fault.
This is the kind of book every traditionalist will find occasion to
have recourse to, and its shortcomings can be overcome without much
difficulty. The index and notes are quite bare; the translation by Wolf
is excellent but suffers at junctures from the French original (e.g.,
Haguiga on p. 246 should read Hagiga), and there are typographical
lapses as on p. 329, where the first quotation is from Ex 32:32, and the
second from Num IT :16.
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California

ZEV GARBER

Scharlemann, Robert P., Reflection and Doubt in the Thought of Paul
Tillich. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1969. xx + 220 pp.
$ 6.00.
The publication, posthumously, of Paul Tillich's lectures on historical theology, Perspectives on 19th & 2oth Century Protestant Theology
(New York, 1967), will hopefully demonstrate the historical-philosophical basis of Tillich's thought and also discourage baleful psychologizing of Tillichian terminology. That Tillich's philosophical theology is not ahistorical or strictly existential, Robert Scharlemann,
professor of theology at the University of Iowa, makes clear in this
study.
The author uses "the method of constructive analysis" (p. 183) to
show that Tillich's theological system provides a "solution to the
problem of the presence of God for historically conscious thinking"
(p. 3) which was raised by the speculative idealists of the 19th century
(i.e., Hegel and Schleiermacher).
Exhibiting from the outset his constructive aim, the author introduces the terms "critical reflection" and "doubting response" in the
title of the first chapter to indicate the point of convergence where
thinking is conscious of its temporality. This terminology is derived
from a synthesis of Tillich's own formulations in his Systematic Theology
(Chicago, 1951, 1957, 1963) and his Das System der Wissenschaften
nach Gegenstanden and Methoden of 1923 (reprinted in Gesammelte
Werke, Vol. I [Stuttgart, 1959]). In the remainder of the first chapter,
Scharlemann traces the five stages through which reflection and
response have moved in the process of becoming historically conscious.
Two other terms important for Scharlemann's constructive ana-
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lysis are "subjectival" and "objectival." "Critical reflection" and
"doubting response" are two sides of an identical act which takes
place in the "subjectival" as it grasps the objectivity of the "objectival'
or is grasped by the subjectivity of the "objectival."
In the second chapter, "Self, World, and God," it is seen that the
categories of "subjectival" and "objectival" correspond to the selfworld polarity which, according to Scharlemann, is "the basic ontological structure" (p. 22) in Tillich's system. We shall see later that
"subjectival" and "objectival" are categories which also embrace other
polar concepts in Tillich's systematic thought.
Continuing to constructively synthesize Tillich's earlier and later
theological systems, Scharlemann contends that "God cannot be
thought without the self-world polarity, but he cannot be identified
with it either" (p. 35). Here is where Tillich breaks with the absolute
systems of 19th century idealism by maintaining "the infinite gap
between God and the self-world structure of finite being" (p. 29).
After describing the "methodological development" (p. 42) of
Tillich's doctrine of God, Scharlemann takes up a discussion of "subjectivity and objectivity in the objectival" (p. 6o). At this point the
wider aspects of the subjectival-objectival polarity become apparent.
In this context also, Tillich's correlation of ontological concepts and
religious symbols may be understood.
Objectival subjectivity which elicits response (faith or doubt) and
objectival objectivity which evokes reflection are the ontological
concepts that must be correlated with the religious symbol of God.
"The ultimate by which we are grasped and the ultimate which we
grasp—God and being—are united in the depth of objectivity and
subjectivity" (p. 75).
The distinction between concepts and symbols in Tillich's theology
should be noted by those critics who ask, "How can we pray to the
ground of our being ?" "Ground of being" is an ontological concept
which must be correlated with the religious symbol of "God."
The manner in which subjectival subjectivity and objectival subjectivity are correlated is another question that Scharlemann deals
with in Ch. 4. He states explicitly: "The relation of subjectival subject
and objectival subject, in Christian theology, is that of our relation to
the picture of Jesus as the Christ" (p. 93). The framework for this
picture is existence which is distinguished from essence in Tillich's
thought. Existence is a state of estrangement from essence. Thus, in
the Biblical picture of Jesus as the Christ, "The New Being is encountered in a man in my world who, though under the conditions of
existence, transcends them. He represents both the state of existence
and that of essential being" (p. 95). This picture, according to Scharlemann, is the paradoxical reality which solves the problem of "critical
reflection" and "doubting response" for historically conscious thought.
Jesus as the Christ is the objectival subject which has power to remove
the doubt from response and correlatively be grasped in the act of
reflection.
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The author extends his constructive use of the method of correlation
in Ch. 5, where it is applied to the aspects of structure and depth
present in culture. This is an application that Tillich does not make of
his own method. Ch. 6 treads upon more familiar territory in the
treatment of Tillich's correlation of philosophical questions and
theological answers. Ch. 7 explores Tillich's direct formulations of the
solution that the Biblical picture of Jesus as the Christ (i.e., paradoxical reality) provides for the problem of historically conscious thinking.
Ch. 8 contains a concluding evaluation in which the main themes of the
book are summarized.
Portions of the book's contents were explicated in class lectures and
seminar discussions attended by this reviewer. Thus it is difficult to
be critical owing to the charismatic presentations and personality of
the author. However, it may be pertinent to note Scharlemann's
failure to include in his constructive analysis Tillich's sermons. Would
such an analysis sustain the manifold correlations Scharlemann makes,
or would it lead to a greater emphasis on religious symbols as it did
for David H. Kelsey in his study of The Fabric of Paul Tillich's Theology (New Haven, Conn., 1967) ?
At the close of this study of the inner dynamics of Tillich's systematic
thought, the author gives promise of a new theological system based
on Tillich's system, but breaking away from it. Perhaps the research
into the seminal sources of Tillich's thought which Scharlemann engaged in at the University of Gottingen during the Fall of 1969 will
lead to the construction of such a system.
Andrews University
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